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Area economy to suffer

Several discuss strategy
to fight vehicle title law

3
NEGOTIATING FOR MOVIE - Vietnam veteran William James and his wife Esther have been in
negotiation with MCA concerning making a motion picture based on his autobiography,"A Vietnam Vet
Named James." The limited edition paperback will become available in Murray on Monday.

Vietnam vet's autobiography
may become motion picture
Book goes on sale Monday;
proceeds to benefit agencies
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Writing his autobiography turned into more of a
task than he at first expected but Vietnam veteran
William T. James says his 320-page book - "A Vietnam Vet Named James" - is complete and will be
available for sale on Monday.
Proceeds from sales of the book will be donated to
the Murray Police Department and to the Comprehensive Care Center.
James wants to make these contributions to the
community because of the support and help he has
received since coming to Murray in 1981.
When he came to Murray, he had a criminal
record, no job and no money. He says a local bank
gave him a loan, churches gave him food and the
Red Cross arranged for him to have electricity in
his rental home that was secured only on the promise of payment.
He says he chose to live in Murray because an uncle had taught at Murray State.
James was honorably discharged from the United
States Marine Corps in 1970. Between 1970 and 1977
he says his life was full of hatred and bitterness, so
much so that he didn't care if he lived or died.
Since that time, through his willingness to be
helped and through the love of his wife Esther and
willingness of others to help him, his life is filled
with happiness and opportunity.
The most significant opportunity facing him now
is that a motion picture could possibly be made based on his life and his autobiography.
James has been negotiating for about a year with
MCA World Headquarters in North Hollywood,
Calif. He says the ,next step in the negotiations is
sending MCA a copy of the new book entitled "A
Vietnam Vet Named James."
Before he ever dreamed of writing an
autobiography, James had compiled a scrapbook of
documents, newspaper clippings and other
memorabelia signifying important aspects of his
life.
On Aug. 8, 1982, James took this compilation of
facts to MCA headquarters and was encouraged to
write the book and then come back.
"It has been hard, I've been under a lot of
pressure," he says, referring to writing the
autobiography.

While in Southeast Asia, James was a prisoner of
war and buried alive, left to die.
He was wounded twice and was one of the Corps'
most highly decorated Marines, receiving the Navy
Cross, Silver Star, two Bronze Stars, Navy Commendation Medal with Combat "V," Vietnamese
Cross of Gallantry with Palm, plus unit and campaign awards, including two Presidential Unit Citations, one of which is for his involvement in the Khe
Sanh Defense.
He explains Khe Sanh Defense as being a 76-day
seige where 5,700 Marines were totally surrounded
by 40,000 troops of the North Vietnamese Army who
prevented delivery of any supplies, even water, to
the surrounded men.
His honorable discharge found him with post
traumatic stress disorder, a condition not medically recognized until 1978.
He had no marketable skills and was considered
mentally ill. He explains that between 1970 and 1977,
"I just wandered around the country trying to find a
reason for what had happened and what was happening to met. I was full of hatred for everything."
In 1977 he committed armed bank robbery in
Detroit, Mich. In the U.S. Department of Justice his
is known as the "Robin Hood Bandit" case because,
as he puts it, "I began robbing banks and giving all
the money to the poor."
He was caught and, upon pleading guilty, received a light sentence and was recommended by the
court for psychiatric treatment. During his fouryear incarceration he received such treatment and
his phychosis in now in remission, allowing him to
function normally.
These events are painful, both physically and
mentally, but James' dedication to do something
for the community made him believe he was doing
the right thing.
"I'm so much different now. I'm overwhelmed. I
feel better and I'm capable of doing something to
help other people.
"I needed some kind of reinforcing, a guiding
light, and I've found that. I've found a reason for
my life," he warmly says.
"Murray is typical of what America is all about.
The people of the churches, the Red Cross and people throughout the community gave me a chance.
This is what I went to Vietnam for in the first
place," he says.
He adds that he has lived in many places but
"Murray is different, everyone has been super sup(Continued on Page 2)

•

"Our biggest problem is we
can't prove they can't produce
these titles (in time)," Kinsey
said."We know they can't, but we
can't prove it." The new law will
require paperwork on vehicle
titles to be sent to Frankfort for
review. The delay will tie up sales
for five to 10 days, dealers say,
pinching cash-flow and killing
some sales altogether.
What everyone agreed on Friday was that dealers must gather
statistics on the economic impact
of the law, and must organize
themselves into an effective lobby. The public and legislators
should be made aware of the used
car industry's importance, and
the image of used car dealerships
as havens for stolen vehicles must
be combatted,dealers said.
"If we don't get organized and
get something together, things are
going to get worse, not better,"
Kinsey said.

Sixth-district state Representative J.R. Gray urged dealers to
get a bill drafted for a new title
law and introduce it as soon as
possible, for consideration by the
General Assembly when it
reconvenes in January.
"The way this thing is going to
have to be undone is exactly the
way it was done: through the
legislature," Gray told the group.
"You need to get some public
awareness going as to what kind
of economic impact this will have
on the community and the whole
state."
"You're a major employer, if
not the major employer (in the
area) as a group, and that's what
you have to work from,"
Haverstock pointed out.
The people of West Kentucky
must be convinced that dealers do
not want stolen cars and that the
new law will put some of them out
(Continued on Page 2)

Judge clears way for
title law implementation
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — After a 25-year battle, an auto title law
will apparently be in full operation in Kentucky beginning Tuesday.
Franklin Circuit Judge Squire Williams cleared a legal obstacle to
the long-awaited law on Friday when he dissolved a temporary injunction he had issued earlier in the week. That ordered had barred
the state Transportation Cabinet from implementing the final section
of the law,effective Tuesday.
Williams also denied a motion Friday from the West Kentucky Used Car Dealers Association for a permanent injunction. The auto
dealers association has filed a suit challenging the way the law is being implemented.
While the suit itself is still pending in circuit court, Robert L.
Prince, a Benton lawyer representing the used-car dealers association, said no decision had been made as to their next step.
"If we take the normal channels(of pursuing the suit) it will be
way too late," Prince said. "We are exploring different avenues. We
really haven't decided exactly what course of action we will take."
Prince said one possibility would be to appeal Williams' denial of
an injuction to the state Court of Appeals.
The association was particularly upset that the Transportation
Cabinet was applying the law to 1983 and earlier models.
It claims the law, passed by the 1982 General Assembly after a 25year battle by its supporters, was intended to begin with 1984 models
and not apply to earlier models.
Kentucky is the last state in the nation to adopt such a registration
system and supporters of the bill claimed Kentucky's lack of a title
system made it easy to dispose of stolen vehicles in the state.
(Continued on Page 2)

U.S. still seeking full account
on South Korean jet incident
Reagan considers
measures to ensure
safety in the skies

By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Reagan,trying
to frame a "measured response" to the Soviets over
the downing of a Korean airliner and deaths of 269
people aboard, is considering retaliatory steps to
ensure safety in the skies for travelers.
His chief spokesman, Larry Speakes,said no final
decisions on action will be made until Sunday at the
earliest.
Today will be sunny and quite
But Reagan, who cut short a vacation by three
warm. Highs in the low 90s.
days to return to the White House, met with his naLight winds. Tonight will be
tional security advisers for nearly two hours Friday
clear with lows in the upper 60s.
varying degrees nine of the 21
and scheduled a second meeting for today. He was
Calm winds.
astronauts who previously flew on
expected to receive a refined list of retaliatory opshuttle missions. Before launch he
tions later in the day.
said his research would concen"The president emphasized that as of this motrate on the human nervous
ment we have received no satisfactory response
system.
from the Soviet Union for their outrageous conduct,
One Section — 14 Pages
."It's a transient thing and not
that this incident constitutes a violation of the
13
Classifieds
the dreaded monster it's made out
grossest nature of the rights of individuals,"
Comics
12
to be," he said. "I hope I have an
Speakes said after the meeting.
12
Crosswords
impact on solving the problem."
In addition, he quoted the president as saying the
Dear Abby
11
families of the dead, including what Korean Air
Asked if any of his crewmates
Dr. Lamb
12
Lines says were 61 Americans, "deserve a just
had suffered symptoms, he exer10,11
Fins & Feathers
cised the doctor-patient relationrestitution for the loss of life." That includes finan11,12
Horoscopes
ship of non-disclosure.
cial restitution as well as anxexpression of regret
4,5
Murray Today
"We have seen a variety, a
from the Soviets, he said.
3
Perspective
range of symptoms and adaptaSpeakes said Reagan was insistent that some
2
Obituaries
tion, and that's what I came to
kind of assurance be given "that there is no recurShop Talk
7
study," Thornton said.
89
rence of this event — that the right to travel is a funSports
Replying to a question about age
damental right of every citizen and the safety of inMISS
ternational air travel must be assured."
and space flight, he said: "We
YOUR PAPER!
Asked whether current laws on the subject were
don't stop life because we've got a
who have not
Subscribers
I
feel
30.
We
insufficient, Speakes replied: "Obviously they are
few years.
should look
received their home-delivered
where the Soviets are concerned." •
at the physiological age."
copy of The Merrily Ledger & Times
Commander Richard Truly said
Meanwhile, the'Federal Aviation Administration
Challenger had performed almost 'by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or • In Washington disclosed Friday that it had suspendflawlessly and that the mission- by 3:30 p.m. Saturdav are urged
ed tuke otthe International air route tat the downed
plane had Mown. FAA spokesman Edmund Pinto
had advanced mans goals of thls tq call 753-1916 between 3:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Mem* tisreegli Fricalled the suspension "a precautionary measure"
overall shuttle program, paving
day, or 3:30 p.m. s.d 4 p.m. Setwand said the decision had been made because
the way.for future, more complex
(Continued on Page 2)
ivy:.
missions.

Doctor reports during
space news conference
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Challenger's house doctor, the oldest man ever to fly in
space, said today he believes the
problem of space sickness can be
overcome and that age is no barrier to space flight for a healthy
individual.
"I learned more in the first hour
and a half in orbit than I had by all
the literature research I have
done and all the active work in the
past years," said Dr. William
Thornton,54.
Thornton made his remarks in
the first ground-to-space news
conference since the final Apollo
moon mission 11 years ago.
Reporters from six news
organizations asked questions for
24 minutes, with questions, and
answers relayed through an orbiting communications satellites.
challenger was humming along
.inahnoèt perfect shape 138 miles
high on Day, 5 of the mission,
which is to eixl Monday.
Thornton was added to the flight
crew specifically to study motion
sickness, which has affected in

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Get organized, get the facts, and
get the word out: Those were the
goals a group of area used car
dealers set for themselves Friday,
as a response to the state's new
vehicle title law.
About 60 persons, including
dealers from Calloway and Marshall counties, local government
officials and businessmen, met at
the Commerce Centre to discuss
strategies for fighting the law,
which goes into full effect Tuesday. Local dealers feel this area in
particular will be economically
hurt by the delay in issuing titles
the law will cause.
The group scheduled a second
meeting to be held at 7:30 p.m.
Monday at the Murray Holiday
Inn to organize and decide what
steps to take next. All area dealers
are encouraged to attend. Information will be given regarding
the new law and what changes
should be made in it.
At Friday's meeting, dealers
debated with attorneys whether to
pursue their case through the
courts, through the state
legislature or both. The West Kentucky Used Car Association's request for an injunctibn delaying
implementation of the law was
denied by a Franklin Circuit Court
Judge on Thursday.
Dealers said if the law stands as
written, it will force many of them
to lay off employees, go out of
state, or simply fold. Some also
said they could avoid inspections
with open titles, but that would cut
back government revenue from
fees.
Attorney Gary Haverstock, a
member of the Chamber of Commerce board of directors, recommended both, an appeal and
political pressure. State officials
are taking a tough attitude
towards the situation, he said.
"You all have a lot of decisions
to make," Haverstock told the
group. "The cards are getting
more stacked against you each
day."
Benton dealer Ted Kinsey said
an appeal at this point would be
premature. Once the law takes effect its damage to dealers will
become apparent, he said.
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Soviets say they fired
warning shots but
jumbo jet flew away
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union said its
fighter jets fired warning shots at a South Korean
commercial airliner it claimed was spying on
Soviet territory, but failed to answer U.S. charges
that the plane with its 269 occupants was shot down
by a heat-seeking missile.
The official news agency Tass said Friday that
the airliner flew on, out of Soviet air space,after the
shots were fired Thursday. U.S. officials said the
statement was inadequate and "preposterous."
All of the Korean Air Lines jumbo jet's crew and
passengers, including Rep. Lawrence P.
McDonald, D-Ga., and at least 60 other Americans,
are presumed dead. Search efforts for evidence of
the crash were under way in the Sea of Japan, off
the Soviet island of Sahkalin.
The Tass report was the first Soviet admission
that shots were fired. Western diplomats who met
Friday with Foreign Ministry officials indicated it
had been reviewed by the top Soviet leadership.
There was an unconfirmed report that President
Yuri V. Andropov was called back from vacation
for consultations. Associated Press reporters spotted the Andropov motorcade heading toward the
Kremlin from the outskirts of Moscow shortly after
noon Friday.
The Tass report said "an unidentified plane rudely violated the Soviet state border and intruded deh
into he Soviet Union's airspace."
It charged the South Korean jumbo jet was
engaged in an "effort to attain special intelligence
aims without hindrance, using civilian planes as a
cover."
The airliner flew about 300 miles into Soviet territory, and "In violation of international regulations, the plane flew without navigation lights, did
not react to radio signals of. the Soviet diapatcher
services and itself made no attempts to establish
such communication contact," T838 said.
The agency said it was "natural" that Soviet
(Continued on Page 2)
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Shamir moves quickly
for political unity
By JONATHAN IMMANUEL
Associated Press Writer
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir,
fresh from his party leadership
victory, moved quickly to win support of coalition partners and prevent defections in his bid to succeed Prime Minister Menachem
Begin.
Only hours after being named
the Herut Party's new leader,
Shamir emerged from a meeting
of the six coalition parties Friday
with an agreement in principle to
continue their Likud Bloc partnership.
But Shamir, 68, faces some
tough bargaining to prevent possible defections to the opposition
Labor Party, which is trying to
erase the Likud's narrow majority
in the Knesset,or Parliament.
The main threat comes from the
TAMI faction, which has three
Knesset seats and represents the
interests of poor Jews of North
African origin.
TAMI wants Shamir to reopen
an acrimonious debate on planned
austerity measures. It claimed
the measures discriminate
against the poor, and threatened
to leave the government before
Begin announced his intention to
resign last Sunday.
TAMI leader Aharon Abu
Hatzeira told Israel Television
"we will not reject a meeting with
any other party that wants to
speak to us," if no agreement is
made on reopening the debate.

Begin, 70, is expected to give his
resignation to President Chaim
Herzog next week, and the
Cabinet by law must resign with
him. Shamir will need at least 61
Knesset seats — the bare majority
— to be reasonably sure Herzog
will ask him to form the next
government.
Under Begin's leadership, the
Likud had 64 of the Knesset's 120
seats.
Shamir also will have to satisfy
the ultra-religious Agudat Israel
Party, with four seats. It has
demanded Shamir announce his
readiness to pass legislation
redefining conversions to
Judaism.
Because of its potential
divisiveness, debate on the law
was stalled for six years by Begin,
although he is considered sympathetic to orthodox Judaism.
In addition, six Liberal faction
mavericks are pressing Shamir to
attempt a "national unity"
government that would include
governing power for the Labor
Alignment.
However, a unified government
is considered virtually impossible
in view of Shamir's promise to
adhere to Begin's policy of broad
Jewish settlement in the occupied
West Bank and press for Syria's
withdrawal from Lebanon.
Shamir's election, and the
hawkish, nationalistic policy he is
expected to pursue, created "an
authority gap" that makes new
elections likely, Tamir said on
Israel Television.

Paducah schools want Allen
PADUCAH,• Ky. ( AP) — Dr.
Lawrence Allen, Caldwell County
school superintendent since 1978,
is the informal Choice of the
Paducah School Board to head its
school system.
School Board Chairman
Lawrence Albritten said Friday
that the board will meet Sept. 13 to
make its unanimous informal

Dewey Lampkins
dies at Westview
Dewey Lampkins, Sr., 83, Rt.2,
died Friday night in Westview
Nursing Home.
A member of the Flint Baptist
Church, Lampkins is survived by

SCIENCE COMMITTEE — Members of the steering committee for writing a science scope and sequence
plan for the Murray City Schools met recently. Included in the group are(from left, seated) Doralyn Lanier,
curriculum director; Pat McMullin; Jerry Shelton; (standing) Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent; Bill
Wells; Barbara Wlldley and Pam Cartwright

Brown says no new taxes needed
to balance state budget in 1984
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says that no
new taxes will be needed to
balance the state budget when the
current biennium ends on June 30,
even though the state will have
collected $282 million less than expected over that two-year period.
Cabinet secretaries, either
through accounting changes or
outright budget cuts, have trimmed spending enough to leave an $8
million surplus, Brown said Friday in a news conference.
Only the education and corrections departments were exempted
from the latest cuts, he said.
The budget passed by the
General Assembly two years ago
foresaw $2.6 billion flowing into
the General Fund through fiscal
1983 and 1984.
But in March, Revenue
Secretary Ron Geary estimated
that collections would be short of

decision official. Albritten said the
board has been searching, with
the help of a consultant, for a
replacement for Dr. Dan Keck,
who left June 30 to become
superintendent of a larger system
near St. Louis.
Albritten said Allen, 39, has
agreed to a beginning salary of
$45,000 a year for the remaining 2
42 years of Keck's four-year contract.
The school board has given
Allen 60 to 90 days to assume his
(Continued from Page 1) new post. The Paducah system
of the business or drive them out has about 4,000 students, comof the state, dealers said. The
pared to 2,800 in Caldwell County.
A fire which burned 150 acres of
many associated businesses such
Allen, a Carter County native, soybeans and woodland Thursday
as clean-up shops and paint
has been a math teacher and on Old Salem Church Road
dealers will also be hurt, they
assistant principal of Carter Coun- rekindled and destroyed another
said.
ty High School and had worked in 55 acres Friday afternoon,
Once area residents and of- educational programs for the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
ficials are convinced, the effort
University of Tennessee and the
Squad reported.
must be spread across the state, Kentucky Department of EducaThree firefighters with one
said Chamber of Commerce Ex- tion before moving to Princeton.
squad truck were assisted by the
ecutive Vice President Steve Zea. He has a bachelor's degree from
forestry department.
County Judge-Executive George
Morehead State University and
The fire was near the Johnny
Weaks agreed: "Marshall and
master's and doctoral degrees
Downs home.
Calloway County can't do it from University of Tennessee.
No injuries were reported.
alone."
The negative image of dealers
receiving and selling stolen cars is
overblown, dealers claimed, say(Continued from Page 1)
ing that Kentucky is 37th in the naThe law provides for a separate title for a car, similar to a deed for
tion in its number of stolen
a piece of real estate. Currently the car's registration and title are
vehicles. One dealer said it is also
contained on the same document.
third or fourth in rate of recovery
Beginning Tuesday, anyone buying a new or used car that has not
of stolen vehicles.
been previously registered in Kentucky must fill out a title applicaLarry Ray, president of the
tion at the county clerk's office and pay a $6 fee.
West Kentucky Used Car Dealers
The application will then be sent to Frankfort, where state officials
Association, afterward said the
will check it to determine whether the car has been stolen or the
law will particularly hurt smaller
documents have been altered.
dealers who don't have a financial
The state will then send the title to the owner. The owner will have
cushion and depend heavily on
a registration document during the processing period and can drive
cash flow. They can't afford to
the car.
have their sales tied up for a week
The used-car dealers complained that the process will increase
or more while the title processing
paperwork and will cause substanial delays that will harm their
is done in Frankfort, he said. Furbusiness.
ther, the titles for cars sold at auc"The livelihoods of the used-car dealers depends upon their ability
tion must be produced within 10
to obtain a title to a vehicle in an expeditious manner and without
days and that may often not be
unreasonable delay," the suit said.
possible under the new law, he adFinancial institutions which have liens on the vehicles have 30 days
ded.
to submit lien information to the county clerks. Transportation
Ray also said that under the new
Cabinet spokesman Jim Clark said that could cause a delay, but he
law the state will lose $9.50 per car
felt most financial institutions would be anxious to expedite the profor the titling and licensing fees.
cess.
Considering that more than 57,000
Clark said it is expected that most owners will get their titles back
out-of-state cars have been inwithin 7-10 days.
spected during 1982-83 in Calloway
Vehicles purchased from out-of-state dealers will have to also be
and Marshall alone, that will
inspected by the sheriff's office at a cost of $3. Inspections are not remean a big loss of state revenue,
quired of new cars purchased in Kentucky.
Ray said.

Strategy...

Fire rekindles

Judge clears...
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the mark by $164 million.
Since the state constitution forbids budget deficits, spending
plans were changed to cover the
loss. Steps taken by the Cabinet included a 3 percent across-theboard cut for nearly all agencies.
On Friday, Geary released a
report saying state revenue would
be $118 million below even the

March estimate, bringing the total
shortfall to $282 million.
The steps announced by Brown
on Friday included another 3 percent cut in all agencies except
education and prisons. He said the
budget-balancing plan was "as
painless as we could make it" and
no essential services would be
disrupted.

•

Dewey Lampkins,Sr.
his wife, Ruby E. Lampkins; two
daughters, Mrs. Cecil (Mildred)
Taylor, Almo, and Mrs. Maxine
Beale, Rt.2; two sons, Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., Murray, and
Graves Dale Lampkins, Benton;
one sister, Mrs. Clyde (Ida) Dodd,
Wingo; 15 grandchildren; and 21
great-grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Vietnam vet...
(Continued from Page 1)
portive and I want to make my contribution to the
community."
James is amazed at the help he has received from
the people of Murray and now from the Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, where his wife
Esther has been nominated as graduate assistant to
the president.
"One helps the other. It's a chain...a continuation.
All we can do is help one another. There is so much _
good from just helping one another. We need to
spend just a little bit of time helping and not criticizing," he says seriously.
"I have come from a world of psychotic, a world
of absolute confusion, to a point where I can make
sense. This has allowed me to see things differently.
Esther points out that many things that other people take for granted, he hasn't had and therefore, he
appreciates them more.
Having served time in a federal penitentary, all
of James rights as a citizen of the United States
were abolished. Through his efforts and those of
government officials, he recently received a pardon
from Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., reinstating his rights
as a citizen of the Commonwealth.
The governor's pardon allows him to vote and to
hold state elected offices.
James is extremely proud of this pardon and is
also seeking a pardon from the president, which
James says is being considered.
He's received a great deal of help from many people but his "guiding light" is Esther.
She laughingly explains that on her last day at
work in the Veteran's Administration office at
MSU, she was asked to excort James around campus when he came to enroll.
Federal Parole Officer Gary Combs visited the

campus VA office on the morning of June 25, 1981 to
make the afternoon appointment for James the
following week.
Military police escort was felt to be necessary for
James and Esther was affiliated with local 614 MP
Company. W.W. Furgerson of the VA office decided
that Esther would be James'escort.
Both Esther and William laugh at the situation
because, William says, petite Esther "is about as
dangerous as a butterfly."
So James enrolled in courses at MSU and Esther
went to Wisconsin for MP training and they didn't
see each other again until August when they spotted
each other in front of Waterfield library on MSU's
campus.
James explains that they went for coffee, began
dating and "one thing led to another." They were
married the following December.
The severe hatred and resentment James harbored for so long is now part of his troubled past.
But it is so much a part of why he is what he is today, he has started another book.
He explains that this book focuses on what his life
would have been without love and care and help
from others.
"There's no love in it. It's sex, violence and
hate," he says.
He says he harbored "a hurricane of hate just
waiting for the opportunity to let it go."
"A Vietnam Vet Named James" will be available
at the University Store in the Curris Center on
MSU's campus, Readmore Book Store and Bob's
Comic Shop at 6th and Main streets.
The cost of the book is $11.50 and there will be less
than 1,500 copies available. The author may be contacted by writing P.O. Box 2495, University Station,
Murray,Ky.42071.

Reagan considers...
(Continued from Page 1)
"there is a need to clarify all the circumstances" of
the incident. Flight 007 was taking the most northern of five parallel flight corridors which constitute one of the busiest commercial air routes between North America and the Orient.
At the United Nations, the United States on Friday accused the Soviet Union of "calculated,
deliberate murder."
The Soviet news agency Tess issued a statement
Friday which made no direct reference to the aircraft's destruction. Speakes said Reagan "emphasized that there is one urgent question still
unanswered and that is the Soviet Union has not yet
provided the world with a full accounting of their
actions."
The Moscow statement said for the first time its
fighters had fired warning tracer shots "along the
flying route" of a plane that `prudely violated the
Soviet state border" on Thursday. And it insinuated
the commercial airliner was on a spy mission for
the Central Intelligence Agency.
The Tass item did not acknowledge any Soviet
responsibility for the loss of life. Instead, it asserted
the "criminal negligence" of the South Koreans and
the United States was responsible for the plane
entering Soviet airspace. And it condemned the two
nations for allowing "death of people ... for unseemly political purposes."
"There is no indication that the Soviets tried to
warn the plane by firing tracers," said Secretary of
State George P. Shultz. He said Soviet claims of a
U.S. intelligence connection were but an attempt to
divert Moscow's own guilt.
Today's editions of The Washington Post and The
New York Times quoted unidentified U.S. intelligence officials as saying the "fragmentary" intercepted Soviet ground-air radio conversations
available to them indicated that the Korean fiilot
signaled in some way that he would comply with
established interception procedures. Japanese
news agencies reportednursday that Soviet pilots
told their controllers that the "target" was a
civilian airliner.
At this point according to _Speakes, Reagan is
considering sanctions that are administrative and
international in nature. Refusing to give further
details, the spokesman said no announcement will
be made until after the president consults with con-

gressional leaders on Sunday and after adequate
consultation with allies.
However, administration officials have made it
clear that Reagan was extremely unlikely to impose economic sanctions, including any kind of
grain embargo, or to let the incident interfere with
the U.S.-Soviet pursuit of nuclear arms reductions.
It was still considered possible that sanctions could
be applied to Soviet air travel.
Ambassador Paul Nitze, the chief U.S. negotiator
in Geneva in talks with the Soviets aimed at reducing nuclear missiles in Europe, was scheduled to
meet with Reagan today.
Reagan did decide Friday night that Shultz
should travel to Madrid next week to meet with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, as planned.
But Speakes said the agenda will be changed to
center on the destroyed jetliner and "on other
topics, specifically other violations of the international norms that the Soviet Union" has undertaken
at various times.
As for the claim that the Korean jetliner might
have been gathering intelligence for the United
States, Speakes said that "is without foundation."
Moreover, he said, the U.S. intelligence community
Is convinced the South Koreans "were not using
that aircraft for any intelligence gathering" of their
own.

Soviets say...

(Continued from Page 1)
fighters were dispatched to intercept the plane.
They "repeatedly tried to establish contacts ...
using generally accepted signals," Tess said. "The
Intruder plane, however, ignored all this. Over the
Sakhalin island, a Soviet aircraft fired warning
shots and tracing shells along the flying route of the
plane."
"Soon after this the intruder plane left the limits
of Soviet air space and continued its ;light toward
the Sea of Japan.For about 10 minutes it was within
the observation zone of radio location means, after
which it could be observed no more,"Tam said.
_ A U.S. Embassy spokesman,, who requested
anonymity, said, gIt's hard to imagine that
anybody anywhere could believe this preposterous
statment, much less of course those who concocted
. •
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Fourth amendment
review is working
"The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be
violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the person or things to be seized."
The Fourth Amendment, quoted above, is one of
the most important guarantees of civil liberty. Its
intent is clear — to protect the individual from
unreasonable searches and seizures by the state.
But use of the Fourth Amendment in specific
cases is difficult for magistrates who sign search
warrants and for law enforcement officers who
carry them out. What is a reasonable search? What
is a precise description of the things to be seized?
In April, a Federal magistrate in San Diego signed a search warrant for federal drug and revenue
agents to search the house of an attorney implicated in a drug ring and seize documents pertinent to the case. Concerned that this was a delicate
case, the magistrate ordered an attorney to supervise the search and to seal all the documents.
This was done. But the search and seizure were so
broad that the materials filled more than 90 boxes.
Items seized included more than 1,000 legal files
and a Toronto Mapel Leafs hockey T-shirt, which
officers apparently confused for a marijuana leaf.
The suspect protested that this constituted an
unreasonable search and seizure and that the
materials should not be used against him. Recently,
a federal district judge ruled that the search was
valid, but that the description of things to be seized
was too vague. He ordered a master to unseal the
boxes and review the documents to see which may
be pertinent to the investigation.
The U.S. attorney and the suspect are now
reviewing the decision.
We don't know who is right. But we do know that
in pursuit of a suspected criminal, under pressure
of time, mistakes are sometimes made. The test of
the justice system is to monitor itself, preserving
the rights of the individual and the legitimacy of the
investigation.
This case, so far, has passed the test. The individual's rights have been protected. And the case
has not been thrown out on a technically.
The drug ring should be brought to justice on the
basis of relevant evidence acquired constitutionally.

perspective
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

On turning over some new leaves
Everyone has a theory to explain
"Why Johnny Can't Read."
The poor teachers take the brunt of
the blame from most critics. Television, wayward parents, too much
distraction from entertainments, and
even a suspected decline in
children's intelligence, all come in
for a share of the flak.
Most folks seem to miss the obvious explanation.
The real reason Johnny, or Suzy,
can't read is that he, or she, doesn't
get enough practice. It's the same
reason Johnny, or Suzy, can't play
the violin or swim the 100 meters.
If society would spend more time
finding ways for its young to practice
reading and less time trying to fix
blame for semi-illiteracy, we'd all be
happier.
Earlier generations had different
reasons for reading than does the
new generation.
Many people learned to read
because it was the way upward and
out for them. Abe Lincoln borrowing
books to read by the fireside is the
classical example.
Many others learned to read
because it was something to do for
fun. After a stop at the corner soda
fountain, sitting through the Saturday western an serial twice, and the
Sunday evening youth group, time
hung heavy upon youngsters.

Library cards were free, and the
books were inviting. They lined the
study hall walls of schools, ready to
be scanned when homework was
done,and they climbed to the ceilings
of the little libraries on the court
squares of America in its small-town
days. Toys for gifts were scarce, and
no One wanted clothes for Christmas,
so books were the best of gifts.
Teachers handed out certificates for
eadraine or so read, and community
book fairs were well attended.
The people whom youngsters
respected the most — teacher,
minister, parent, grandparent, aunt,
doctor, politician — handed them out
for birthdays, graduations, promotions from grade to grade, winning 4H contests, and any other remotely
special occasion. The best gift for a
young person was a book to read. It
was not only a reward, but it was also
a celebration of milestones and a
reminder of the expectations the
whole family and community placed
upon its heirs — to read, in order to
lead. Who gave the book was almost
as important as the book itself in influencing the young to read.
If you get Dickens' "Great Expectations" somehow you knew you
would catch the Dickens for not living up to your elders' expectations
for your own potential greatness.
Family income was no excuse,

1
1;..

because the books were there, in the
school and library, for anyone. There
were even mobile libraries to take
them out into the county. And there
were wonderful little old ladies to
glare at you and threaten your life for
talking instead of reading.
Practice made perfect. It was the
natural thing for young people to do
— all that reading. As natural as
cherry cokes after school and sandlot
baseball games (co-educational
style) at the drop of a hat.
If we want to work towards renewing literacy in our world, we have to
find new ways to make reading the
natural and expected thing to do. For
the price of a Barbie or Ken costume,
for example, we could get a book instead. Instead of a bedtime story being told or a late television show being permitted, reading a book to a
child each night has a tremendously
good impact. Schools ought to furnish
budgets for teachers to use to buy
books just to give away, and congregations ought to do the same for
their ministers.
Someone could do a great service
for young people by compiling a list
of the hundreds of books they ought to
read before they reach 18 and getting
every doctor delivering a baby to
prescribe it to the newborn's parents
at birth.
Clothing stores, drugstores,

IT MAY BE MORE OF

A SPECIE'S GAPE

Cutting the high cost
of our justice system

77,
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There are ways to reduce the burden of civil
litigation which weighs so heavily upon the taxpayer. Instead of constantly appointing new judges
and building new courtrooms, these alternatives
should be pushed.
Judges and lawyers themselves, if they have the
public interest at heart, will help promote reform.
When court suits increase six times faster than the
population, and Americans are already the most
litigious people on earth, the need for reform is
clear.
Here are some good suggestions from The
Washington Monthly:
• Make the loser pay. There are too many
frivolous suits. If the loser had to pay the other
side's legal fees, lawyers will be slower to press a
dubious complaint and will settle sooner. Where attorneys take cases on speculation that their clients
may recover damages, they should be required to
pay the costs of the defense if their claim is held to
be invalid. That would certainly reduce the number
of personal injury lawsuits. On the other hand, attorneys convinced of the righteousness of an indigent plaintiff's cause could take his case with the
assurance that their fees will be paid if he wins in
court.
• Make settlement offers count. In England, a
party who refuses a settlement offer must pay the
other side's attorney fees if the court award is less
than the settlement offer.
• Settle disputes out of court. Mediation and arbitration should be more widely used. Contracts can
be written to provide for non-judicial procedures to
settle any disputes arising out of the contracts.
Citizen's panels could often be used to settle minor
matters,such as tenant-landlord disagreements.
• Reform probate. Most states require a lawyer
to be involved in settling the affairs of even the
simplest estates. The probate system should be
universally simplified.
• Adopt no-fault auto insurance. Trying to determine who was at fault in auto accidents takes up
about 20 percent of the resources of the courts in
most states. It is an expensive procedure. No-fault
eliminates the legal fees and court costs, while it
assures that victims are fully compensated for their
medical expenses and economic losses.
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groceries, department stores, toy
shops, beauty parlors — all ought to
have conspicuous book stalls for
shoppers who would buy books if they
were in the flow of business traffic.
And someone ought to start a chain of
"Youth Bookstores" to counteract all
those Adult Bookstores springing up
everywhere.
Youngsters could get along with a
couple of changes of clothes, and a
few toys as easily as their parents
and grandparents did.
But they can't get along without being able to read, and without the
practice in reading provided only by
books.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Ex-president Harry Truman told
this story on himself in his memoirs
Mr. Citizen, published in 1960.
The very Democratic former president was on his way to Hawaii in 1953
when he was invited to dinner at the
home of a steamship company president in San Francisco. His chauffeur
drove him to the wrong house, and
when the very Republican owner
came to the door in response/ to
Truman's ring, he said: "By the way,
I hope your feelings won't be hurt but you look exactly like Harry
Truman."
"I hope yours won't be either,"
Truman replied, -but I am Harry
Truman.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
407l.

looking back
Ten years ago
Army Doctor (Major) David H.
Parker, son of Mrs. Frances Parker,
Murray, completed the Army
Medical Department's basic officer
course at Academy of Health
Sciences of U.S. Army, Fort Sam
Houston, Texas. ,
"Remember Bill Collie, Mildred
and T.C.'s son, little blonde headed
kid? Well, he's grown up now and has
his Ph.D. degree and teaches at
Wright State University at Dayton,
Ohio," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Airman Gary W. Overby, son of
Lawrence and Betty Overby, has
been assigned to Sheppard Air Force
Base after completing basic training
at Lackland Air Force Base,Texas.
The Murray Swim Team is pictured at the pool at Oaks Country
Club. Dr. Jack Baker is coach and
Kim Battle is assistant coach.
Mrs. Sarah Rhodes Hinman and
son, Kelly, of Columbus, Miss., have
been the guests of their mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Christine
Rhodes, and their aunt, Miss Mayme
Whitnell.
Twenty years ago
Another street improvement project has started in Murray with
workmen being on the job this morning to begin work on the extension of
Olive Street from Fourth to Second
Streets.
The grand opening of Jim Adams
IGA on Chestnut Street will be Sept. 4
to 8.
Mrs. Goldia Curd of Murray,
District Secretary of Missionary
Educational Service of Woman's
Society of Christian Service of Paris
District of Methodist Church, has

planned the program for Educational
Seminar of Paris District WSCS at
First Methodist Church, Fulton, on
Sept. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Guthrie and
children, Debbie and Linda, of Birmingham, Mich., have been the guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
Guthrie and Mr. and Mrs. Connie
Armstrong. They also visited his
brother, Ortis Guthrie and family.
Mrs. Keys Wells opened her home
for the meeting of the Missionary
Auxiliary of North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Church of ilLIkOst at
Seventh and Poplar Streets anounced a new church will be opened on
North 15th Street with Ernest
Clevenger as minister. William
Medearis, church minister, said the
new church was primarily designed
to relieve the overcrowded conditions
of the church at Seventh and Poplar.
Wendell Butler, state superintendent of public instruction, and Dr.
Robert Martin of State Department
of Education spoke at educational
meetings held Sept. 1 at Murray
State College.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles will begin a
series of sermons for the youth of
-church on Sunday evening at the
First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Talmadge Erwin and son,
Rodney, of Ferndale, Mich., have
been the guests of their mother and
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Butterworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Kenpedy have
returned from a vacation•in Florida.
Forty years ago
•
Mrs. George S. (Lochie) Hart has
been appointed as editor of The
Ledger & Times to succeed Harold

Van Winkle who resigned to accept a
teaching position at Evansville,Ind.
About 150 cadets of the Fifth Battalion in the United States Naval
Flight Preparatory School at Murray
State College were graduated Aug. 29
In ceremonies in the college stadium.
The Calloway County High Schools
will open on Sept. 6, according to
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent.
School principals are Buron Jeffrey,
Lynn Grove, Guy Lovins, Almo, J.H.
Walston, Kirksey, Buford Hurt,
Hazel, Edward Curd, New Concord,
and Roy Willoughby,Faxon.
The Murray High and Elementary
Schools will open on Sept. 13, according to W.J. Caplinger,
superintendent, and Ed Filbeck,
principal.
The Murray Woman's Club will
sponsor a horse show and foxhound
showing on Oct. 9 at the stadium at
Murray State College.
Marriages announced this week include Dorothy Moore to Herman R.
Cooper on Aug. 7 and Martha Lou
Barber to Rodney Moore on Aug.30.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Edwards, Aug.
25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Jackson, Aug. 26; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Medley, a girl to U. and
Mrs. James P.Sabel and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Enoch Wilson, Aug. 29; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Jones
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A.N. Duke,
Jr., Aug.31.
Mrs. Fred Mellen presented a
review of the book,Barbary Coast,at
the meeting of the Magazine Club
held at the home of Mrs. George
Baker.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Bataan" starring Robert Taylor.
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Fifty years ago
Four cases of diptheria and one
case of scarlett fever have been
reported in Calloway County by the
officials of the Calloway County
Health Department.
Keys Futrell and W.H. Finney
were elected from the Murray
District tr serve as directors of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Association.
The Chester Engineering Co. of
Bowling Green has been employed by
the Murray City Council to make a
survey and approval of the Murray
Sewage System.
Construction work on the Almo
High School building started Aug. 28
to replace the building destroyed by
fire. School now is being conducted in
Almo Christian Church Building.
J.M. Marshall, Democrat, and Joe
Whitnell, Republican, have been
elected as members of the Calloway
Election Board to serve with the
Calloway County Sheriff.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Manilla Orr and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burkeen.
Marriages announced this week include Mary Ely of Benton to Waylon
Rayburn of Murray on Aug. 30.
"1930 was the great dry year while
It looks as if 1933 would go down in
history as the great wet year," from
column, "Just Jots" by Joe T.
Lovett.
Elected as officers of Young Men's
Buskness Club are Robert Smith,
Maurice Crass,.Zelna Carter and
HennaevDoron.
The Bilk3wn's Grove Postoffice in
the 'northwest corner s of Calloway
county has- been discontinued.
Patrons of the office will henceforth
get their mail on Murray Route One.
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Community events scheduled
Saturday,Sept. 3
Luau will be at 6:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.

Saturday,Sept. 3
Saturday,Sept. 3
Temple Hill Lodge No. "Super Horse Show" will
276 Free and Accepted start at 4 p.m. at New
Masons is scheduled to Providence Riding Club.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
Reunion of former
hall.
Eighth Annual Labor
Square and round danc- Day Arts and Crafts students, parents,
ing is scheduled at 7:30 Festival will be from 10 teachers, bus drivers,
p.m. at Woodmen of a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton cafeteria workers or
Airstrip just east of Eg- anyone connected with
World Hall.
gner's Ferry Bridge on old Rogers High School or
Linton Elementary will
Alcoh9lics Anonymous Highway 68.
be at site of old school.
and Alanon will meet at 8
Annual Alumni Picnic
p.m. in western portion of
The 1963 graduating
Livestock and Exposition of Trigg County High
School will be at 6:30 p.m. class of Calloway County
Center.
High School will have a
at high school safeteria.
reunion with a coffee at 10
"Run Through the
Dance sponsored by a.m. at the school and
Park" to benefit St.
Jude's Hospital will start Murray-Calloway County banquet that evening.
at 9 a.m. at Murray- Shrine Club and Marshall
Dance featuring Doc
Calloway County Park. County Shrine Club will
Fof information call 753- be tonight at new conven- and Clearwater will be
tion center, Kentucky from 84k.m. to midnight
0224 or 759-1288.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Dam Village State Park.
Eleventh Annual
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Animal Tracks at
Fri-Thru-Thur.
10 a.m. at Woodlands
OPEN 7:15
017 I V E
Nature Center and Where
IN
rea/Te •START 7:45
The Buffalo Roam at 2
The good news is Jonathan's having his first affair.
p.m. at The Homeplace1850.
The bad news is shes his roommate's mother.

Pqm• MURRAY a

ROB LOWE

Blood Pressure Checks
will be given from noon to
1 p.m. at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Annual homecoming of
Land Between the Lakes
wll be at Walter Bilbrey
place, across from Buffalo Pasture, in LBL.
Lunch will be seved about
12:45 p.m.
Program featuring
Lifehouse Counselor
Claudia Moore and Board
Member Dean Ross will
be seen on Channel 6 at 7
a.m.
Second day of Eighth
Annual Labor Day Arts
and Crafts will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton
Airstrip just east of Eggner's Ferry Bridge on
Highway 68.

Lifehouse Counselor
Events in Land BetClaudia Moore and Board
Member Dean Ross will ween the Lakes will inbe seen on Channel 6 at 5 clude LBL Bowhunter
Shoot from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Field Archery
Range off Highway 68;
Sunday,Sept. 4
Rough Fish Utilization
Brown and Howard
.
Family reunion will be
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Bargain Matinees
pavilion by old courthouse in MurrayThru Labor Day
Calloway County Park.

JACQUELINE
BISSET

ae444,1
AN uRION
PICTURES RELEast

2nd
Big
Hit
I uesday is 55.00
A Carload

Sunday,Sept. 4
Sunday,Sept.4
at Kenlake State Park, from 1 to 4 p.m. and EdiAurora.
ble Wildfoods from 2 to 4
p.m. at Woodlands
Murray Moose Lodge Nature Center; Wedding
will be open from noon to ceremony at 2 p.m. at
5 p.m.
The Homeplace-1850.

irst Feature
Repeated Fri.-Sat.

Reunion of family of
the late Oscar and Biddie
Adams will be about noon

Cheri 8, Cine
All Seats 52.00
1 31) 3 211 7 110 1/ (XI

Fisher VCR For Only
Top Of The $69995
Line
•14 Day 9 Program Timer
•Infra-Red Remote
•105 Channel Cable-Ready
'Slow Motion Frame-To-Frame Advance
*Fast Foward Search Capabilities
You Must See This Machine
To Believe Its Capabilities
Will Convert
Any Manual
TV Into
A Remote
Control
T.V.

Includes
Free
Movie
Club
Membership

Monday,Sept. 5
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Flying Time at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Labor Day events at
Murray Country Club will
include a family potluck
at 7 p.m. with Larry and
Judy Krouse as
chairmen.
Reservations for ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray Country
Club should be made by
today with Jenny Sue
Smock or Rainey Apperson,chairmen.
First Baptist Church
will have a churchwide
picnic at noon at the
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Codie Caldwell.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Parents Anonymous
Chapter will not meet
tonight.

CINE 1 & 2
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Tuesday,Sept.6
Calloway County High
School Band Boosters will
meet at 7 p.m. in band
room of high school.
Baptist Young Women

Tuesday,Sept.6
Tuesday,Sept.6
of Sinking Spring Baptist ficers to meet at 7 p.m.
Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Janet
Murray TOPS (take off
Paschall.
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Household shower for
Health Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bynum
who lost their home and
Alcoholics Anonymous
contents by fire will be at
will meet at 8 p.m. in
7 p.m. in Community
western portion of
Room of North Branch of
Livestock and Exposition
Peoples Bank.
Center.
Murray Hairdressers
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Leta's Beauty Salon.

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 10 a.m. in Hale Chapel
with coffee at 9:30 a.m.
and Executive Board
meeting at9 a.m.

Free blood pressure
tests will be give from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.

Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Allen Russell.

Group II of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. with
Frances Churchill.

Golden Age Group of
Westside Baptist Church
will have a luncheon at 11
a.m. at the church.
Murray Toastmasters
will have a dinner
meeting at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. For information call Art Litchfield at
759-9926.
Inquiry Class will start
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

Tuesday,Sept.6
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 7 p.m. in downstairs of
club house.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. in first
floor of club house.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
UMHE Executive
Board will meet at 2 p.m.
at First Presbyterian
Church.

DATEBOOK
BYW will meet Tuesday
The Baptist Young Women of Sinking Spring Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Janet Paschall. The film strip,"Unto
Whom Much Is Given," will be shown as a part of
the program for the observane of Week of Prayer
for State Missions.
•

Singles Class will meet

Southwestern District
Dental Assistants Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Purchase Area District
Development Building,
Mayfield.

The Singles Class will resume meetings on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. in the multi-purpose room of
the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ. This is
open to all interested persons.

Murray High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America
will have a watermelon
feast at Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Navy Aircrew Survival Equipmentman Second
class John P. McCage,son of Mr. and Mrs. J.E. McCage, Rt. 6, Murray, is currently deployed to the
Western Coast of Central America aboard the aircraft carrier USS Ranger.
He is a member of Attack Squadron-192(VA-192),
based at the Naval Air Station, Lemoore, Calif. VA192 flies the A-7E "Corsair II," a light attack, close
air support, interdiction aircraft. While deployed,
VA-192 will participate in various training exercises.

Murray Moose Lodge
will have a regular
meeting at 8 p.m. with of-

control c•ntor 753-3314

McCage serving on carrier

Special month observed
Sept
5 10

Ib

Sport Coats
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The Purchase-Pennyrile Chapter of the March of
Dimes is sponsoring "Healthy Mothers, Healthy
Babies" month throughout September. This is a
public education effort being carried out through a
partnership among government, professional and
voluntary organizations and agencies. The purpose
is to provide necessary information to promote
healthy behavior for pgnant women and women
planning pregnancy and to increase their
understanding of the importance of proper prenatal
care.
Information and brochures will be made
available to any individual or organization interested in finding out additional facts. Persons
may call 1-443-8603 or write Purchase Pennyrile
Chapter, March of Dimes, 400 Kentucky Ave.,
Paducah,Ky.42001.

Bridges in special event
Staff Sgt. Jan Y.T. Bridges, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie H. Tharpe, 217 Spruce St., Murray, has participated in Global Shield 83, an exercise involving
U.S. Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps units and
elements of the Canadian forces.
The exercise, coordinated by the Air Force
Strategic Air Command (SAC) was designed to
enhance readiness and the ability of SAC to carry
out orders should deterrence fail. Bridges is assigned with the 2nd Combat Support Group at Barksdale
Air Force Base, La. He is a 1970 graduate of Murray
High School.

WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE!
Have you ever thought about what it means to be Catholic?
Have you ever thought about how one becomes Catholic?
Have you ever thought about why be a Catholic?
Have you drifted away from the Church and thought about
coming home?
Have you thought about reviewing and renewing your
Catholic Faith?

CATHOLIC
INFORMATION CLASSES
Every Tuesday at 7:00 PM
in St. Leo's Church
Beginning Sept.6 to Easter
During this series we will examine the 12 articles of Faith
found in the Apostles Creed; we will take a positive look at
what the 10 Commandments mean to us today; we will
review the sacramental system and become familiar with
the experience and grace present in all 7 Sacraments
Everyone is welcome to attend.
There is no obligation involved in coming.
Fr. Louis F. Piskula, Pastor, will lecture and entertain
uestions.

Two teachers
win lottery
WILLISTON PARK,
N.Y. (AP) — Two New
York City schoolteachers
who said they wouldn't
give up their jobs for a
million dollars got a
chance to prove it when
they won nearly twice
that much in the lottery.
Bart and Ruth
Schwartz, who both teach
elementary school in
Brooklyn, had one of
three winning tickets in
the week's Lotto drawing.
They split the $5.6 million
jackpot with a coat factory worker and a waiter.
"I have a list of dreams
that I've been wanting to
fulfill," Mrs. Schwartz,
34, said at a news conference, listing home improvements, a- new car
and a trip to Israel to visit
relatives. But as far as
retiring to a life of
leisure,the couple vowed,
"We wouldn't give up our
jobs for a million dollars
— not even one-point...1"

,
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Edwards and Lee vows solemnized Wedding will be Sept. 17at Paducah

II

Miss Jamie Gayle Edwards and Barry Joe Lee
were married Thursday,
July 28, at the Goshen
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Roland Jones
officiated at the double
ring ceremony.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James B. Edwards, Rt. 1,
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Burnell Sammons of
Whiteville, Tenn., and the
late Mr. and Mrs. C.H.
Edwards of Memphis,
Tenn.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Lee
of Murray. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Reba
Parrish of Murray and
the late W. G. Parrish
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Lee of Hazel.
Given in marriage by
her parents, the bride
wore a dress made of
ivory lace tied at the
waist with a satin ribbon.
She carried a bouquet of
mixed summer flowers.
The bride's only attendant was her oldest
sister, Ms. Kathy West of
Memphis, Tenn.
Terry Todd, brother-inlaw of the groom, served
as best man for Mr. Lee.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
Fellowship Hall of the
church.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Clarissa Lee Todd,

Mr. and Mrs. Barry Joe Lee
The bride is a 1983
graduate of Calloway
sister of the groom, and
Mrs. Dawn Edwards
Todd,sister of the bride.

graduate of Murray High
School and attended Murray State University. He
County high School.
The groom is a 1982

is employed with Cunningham Auto Repair.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Lee are residing in Murray.

The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Cathy Ann Jenkins,
to Douglas Kent Story,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Story of Paducah, has
been announced by her
parents, Linda Shelby
Jenkins and Guy M.
Jenkins, also of Paducah.
Miss Jenkins is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Elsie O'Bryant, Mrs. Ann
Shelby and the late Lee 0.
Shelby.
She is a graduate of
Lone Oak High School
and attended Murray
State University. Miss
Jenkins is employed with
Sears of Paducah.
Mr. Story is the grandson of Mrs. Cora M. Story
of Murray and the late
Arnett Ray Story, and of
the Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
V. Thurman of Murray.
He is a graduate of
Lone Oak High School
and attended Murray
State University. He is
employed by CBM of
Houston,Texas.
The wedding vows will
be exchanged on Saturday, Sept. 17, at 3 p.m. at
the Immanuel Baptist
Church, Paducah.
A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Cathy Ann Jenkins
to marry Douglas Kent Story

Newborns, dismissals
released by hospital
Census at Murray- St.; Mrs. Otis Thelma
Calloway County Byars, Fern Terrace
Hospital for Monday, Lodge.
Aug. 29, was 127 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
Census at Murraywere as follows:
Calloway County
Baby Girl Sizemore, Hospital for Tuesday,
parents, James and Aug. 30, was 127 adults
Carmen,Rt. 1, Hardin;
and six in nursery.
Baby Boy Moore,
A newborn admission
parents, Roger and was Baby Girl White,
Vicky, Rt. 3.
parents, Rebecca and
Dismissals were as Bradley, Rt. 1,
follows:
Buchanan,Tenn.
Mrs. Jean Marie Irvin,
Dismissals were as
949 South Fifth St., follows:
Mayfield; Mrs. Linda L.
Mrs. Karen L.
Broach, Rt. 1, Almo; Lawrence Rt. 1,
Mrs. Lucille Hutson, Rt. Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Judy E. Boren, Rt. 2,
Judith F. Warren, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville; Mrs. NanKirksey; Terry D. cy F. Ocain,707 Olive St.;
Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Miss Vanessa Gayle
Mrs. Margaret Green- Lewis, Rt. 6; Mrs. Cheryl
field, Rt. 3; Mrs. Imogene D. Lewis, Rt. 6; Miss
D. Palmer, Rt. 1, Ruth Ann Combs, Box
Kirksey; Mrs. Jane M. 452, Murray;
Merrell, 1214 Sherwood,
Geoffrey W. Swan, 220
Paris, Tenn.; Freddie R. North 13th St.; Jonathan
Kirkland, 716 Sycamore N. McClure, 312 South
St.; Billy Ray Thorn, Rt. 15th St.; Miss Annette S.
1, New Concord;
McCoy, Rt. 3; Miss Betty
Buell T. Edmonds, 504 J. McGehee,410 First St.;
Elm St.; Mrs. Alma P. Carl H. Medlin, Rt. 1,
Jackson, Rt. 1, Alino; Sedalia; Taz Youngblood,
Milton E. Walston, Rt. 8; Rt.',Farmington;
Wilbur Dyer, 715 Riley
Miss Edna Earl Wilson,
Ct.; Mrs. Eva 0. Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Hundley, 407 South Ninth Mrs. Gamine Austin Rt.
5, Mayfield; Mrs. Bertie
L. King, Rt. 1, Springfield, Tenn.; Bobby
Joe Carson, Rt. 5; Lynn
Dale Burkeen, Rt. 3;
Harold L. Ballard, Rt.
NEW YORK (AP) — 1, Springfield, Tenn.;
Valerie and Robert Mrs. Flossie E. Hopkins,
Madsen were expecting a C/O Carolyn McClure,
bundle of joy — and they Southside Manor; Mrs.
got quite a bundle, as Lillian E. Adams, 811
their newborn son weigh- North 17th St.; Edward
ed in at 14 pounds, 6 0. Chadwick, 106 South
12th St.
ounces.
"This is one of the
largest, if not the largest
baby born in the city by
natural childbirth," said
Bob Walsh, a spokesman
for Lutheran Medical
Center in Brooklyn, after
24 -inch Matthew
Christopher Madsen was
born Tuesday afternoon.
The largest babies in
the world, one in South
Africa and one in Italy,
each weighed 72 pounds,8
ounces, said an editor at
the publishing company
that puts out the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Matthew, who predictably "loves to eat," according to his mother,
already is bigger than his
baby clothes.
Mrs. Madsen, 35, said
she bad cousins who
weighed 13 pounds at
birth and her 38-year-old
husband weighed in at
12/
1
2pounds.
And even after grektin/
he share of newborns as
a delivery room nurse at
Lutheran, Ma. Madsen
said her first word& on
seeing mighty Matthew
were:"Oh,my God."
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15, arleft,
son,
rived here on Aug. 9 from Sacramento, Calif., to visit relatives. Nothing too
unusual about that, right? Wrong. The pair traveled the 2,000 miles on a motorcycle with itiother traveling companion — Dicide, their dog. Duncan, a former
resident of Puryear, Tenn., and Hazel area, now is working in California. His
wife, }Careen, and daughter, Marisa, took a train east to Fulton arriving here
Aug. 12. The family visited with Duncan's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Van
Duncan, Mrs. Duncan's mother, Mrs. Jane Smith of Routon, Tenn., and other
relatives and friends in Calloway County and Henry County. They left Aug. 31 to
return home to Sacramento.

Newborn son
of couple
big bundle
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ENTIRE STOCK

SEWING NOTIONS
1/4 OFF!
NO EXCEPTIONS! - ALL NOTIONS
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ALL PATTERNS
BUTTERICK — McCALL
SIMPLICITY

COMPLETE STOCK
CURRENT STYLES

41.•
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OPEN
Labor Day
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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HERE ARE A
FEW EXAMPLES
PRESSING HAMS
SEAM RIPPERS
BEESWAX
PIN CUSHIONS
TRACING WHEELS
TRACING PAPER
BUCKLES
SLEEVE BOARDS
TAPE MEASURES
BRAIDS
GRIPPERS
KNIT CUFFS
PINKING SHEARS
PLUS DOZENS
OF OTHERS

HERE ARE A
FEW EXAMPLES
BUTTONS
ZIPPERS
THREAD (LIMIT 10)
SCISSORS
NEEDLES
PINS
ELASTIC
RIBBON
BIAS TAPE
RICK RACK
SEAM BINDING
APPLIQUES
ALL TRIMMINGS
SEQUINS
SNAPS
THIMBLES

% OFF

NO EXCEPTIONS!
EVERY SEWING
NOTION ITEM IN
OUR STORE INCLUDED

:11 A',
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STOCK UP NOW
FOR FUTURE NEEDS
itimo -•;:n
V!iwitomf

OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES!

September
Special!
Starting September
Color Tyme Will
Offer Reduced
Rental Rates
On VCRS!

iNd•

• Pioneer
• Fisher
• Sansui
• Whirlpool

A Koh er s portal spa.
Installedby Vaughn Plumbing indoors or outdoors.

K We Deliver-2
Week Minimum Rental
If Not-1 Week

Come by and see the new look at
The Bamboo Garden.
Many new items are arriving daily!
Dixieland Ctr.

,

Murray, Ky.

753-0317
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He TRI-STATE...we're ready to do busine st
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

Discount
Prices Plus
No Interest
12 Month
Financing

All
Locations
through
Monday

DOOR BUSTERS

1 Carat
T.W.

Cluster
was $1,000

N.Y199

Here's How...
4 Days Only!

No Interest 12 Months to Pay

Fri.Sept.2thru Mon Sept 5

Storewide
Discounts
up to
giNvh

co

No Interest
Financing

PLUS

1
for

Off

Nothing
Held
Back!

Months
with $300 minimum purchase
•
Yes. for 4 days "Charge It" with approved
credit and pay NO Finance
charge and that's an
/
1
2Carat
extra 22% off!
T.W.

Your Choice
/
1
2Carat T.W. Designs
"BIG LOOK"
Cluster

Earrings

was $190

was $700

.1688
/
1
4 Carat
T.W.

1/2 Carat Design

Earrings

was $600

was $600
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MICHEISONS
The Proven Leader in Jewelry and Diamond Values
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Local women receive training, certification in total fitness program

HONDA WINNER - David Frizzell was the winner of a Honda Express SR during Monday's Bel Air
Merchants Association's Back To School Celebration. The Honda was presented courtesy of
American Honda Motor Co., Overby Honda, participating Be! Air merchants and WSJP-AM. Tammy Smith of Overby Honda presented Frizzell the
keys.

DANCAEROBICS, Inc.
recently conducted an Instructor Training Clinic
‘
iq Murray. Area women
receiving certification to
teach the fall session are
Linda Haverstock, Claire
Harmon of Murray and
Iris Peck, Fran Sinclair
of Benton.
DANCAEROBICS is a
total fitness program
designed and
choreographed by Ann
English, a former
teacher and YMCA director, who has a Masters in
Education, 15 years
teaching experience in
physical education,
dance, and fitness, and a
Fitness Specialist certification. Having
specialized in aerobics

and dance for ten years,
she originated the DANCAEROBICS program in
Lima,Ohio in 1978.
Mrs. English moved to
Murray last year and
continues to design,
develop, and test the
fitness program in this
area. She travels to
various clinic locations to
train and certify over 115
DANCAEROBICS instructors who share her
enthusiasm for aerobic
fitness.
These instructors teach
classes in a three state
region through YMCA's,
medical centers, recretional facilities and
universities. This was the
first certification clinic
conducted locally. DAN-

CAEROBICS instructors
attend clinics three times
per year and must meet
physical fitness qualifications and hold current
CPR certification.
DANCAEROBICS is
based on sound
physilogical principals,
thoroughly tested, and
progressively designed.
"Participation in DANCAEROBICS," states
Ann English, "will
strengthen the heart,
lungs, cardiorespiratory
system, tone the body,

raise energy levels, and an individualized apreduce tension, plus proach to the intensity of
classes are designed to be the workout."
enjoyable!"

golden oldies to current
solid gold selections.
Daytime and evening
classes meet two times
per week and are being
Linda Haverstock, who
Each 10-week session of offered in Murray, Benhas been a certified DAN- DANCAEROBICS is com- ton, and Mayfield. For
CAEROBICS instructor pletely new. Fall Session additional informatin inteaching in Murray for is themed "Solid Gold"; terested persons may call
two years, add "The music ranges from 753-0763.
choreographed routines
are varied and , exciting
using a wide range of
music and exercise and
dance styles. All the
students can participate
together because there is

41 1.1i!
SAW( lAIN
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Sure big on sharp new
OREGON . cutting
chain for chain saws.
We're dealin' like never before on the world's
leading sawchain. So take advantage of a great
deal. Get a tough new OREGON " chain on your
chain saw. Then get ready for some easy cutting.

OMARK INDUSTRIES0

WALLACE WINS WATERBED - Jerry Wallace
(left) was winner of a waterbed during a drawing
from Crass Furniture's grand opening of its waterbed gallery. Wallace received a king size waterbed,
frame, linen and comforter'. Crass Furniture,
located on South 3rd Street, carries four models of
waterbeds, linens, comforters and pillows. Gary
Crass made the presentation.

25%

ACHIEVEMENTS AWARDED - Max E. Morris,
center, sales manager at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
was recently presented a plaque honoring his
outstanding sales achievement in the Legion of
Leaders Membership Club for the year 1982. Morris
received the award from Nick Turner, right,
district manager for Chevrolet Motor Division. The
award is one of the highest that can be earned by a
Chevrolet sales person and Morris, who was
employed by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet on March 31,
1982, earned this award in nine months. Taylor, left,
congratulates Morris on his award and encourages
anyone considered the purchase of a new or used
car to come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Morris, his
wife Shirley and daughter Regina reside at 1711
Wells Blvd.

Visit
Murray
businesses

Mrs. Bell
retires
from Bank
of Murray

200 E. Main
CHIEF DRAWS FOR
WINNER — Police Chief
Paul,Jerry Lee drew Bobby Grogan's name as winner of a gas grill from
Purdom Motors, Inc. The
grill was a customer appreciation gift during
Purdom's 21st anniversary celebration.

WINS ANNIVERSARY TRUCK - Young
Christopher Cherry was the winner of the Kroger
truck given by the local store during Kroger's 100th
anniversary celebration. With Cherry is his family
-(from left) Roy Cherry Sr., Barbara Cherry, Gina
Cherry and Roy Cherry Jr., all of Marion. Edd
Asbridge and Gary Williams made the presentation.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
DANCEAEROBICS
David Frizzell
Jerry Wallace
Christopher Cherry
Mary Frances Bell
Bobby Grogan
Max Morris

representing
American and International Traveltime

ND OUT YOU DON'T HAVE
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Mary Frances Bell

•

was promoted to assistant vice president.
She and her husband,
Bernard D. Bell, live at
802 Meadow Lane. Their
children are Lashlee Bell
Foster, a teacher in the
Murray City Schools,/nd
Steve Bell, owneF of
Sunset Boulevard Music
in the Dixieland Shopping
Center.
Mrs. Bell is a member
of the First United
Methodist Church, the
Murray Woman's Club,
and the Murray Country
Club.
Her hobbies of playing
golf and needlepoint are
some of the things she
plans to enjoy during her
retirement years.
A breakfast was hosted
by the bank in her honor
at the Holiday Inn recently. She received many
gifts, and wished for a
happy retirement from
bank personnel.

by
Loretta Jobs

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

It's too late after you've hod on occident or your horn* a burglarized
That's why a good idea to consult an Independent
Insurance Agent like us before you buy your policy We represient several companies not gust one. So we con give you
expert professional advice on how to select the best ow
coyeroge at the best price.
And right now were °Oaring
on informative free booklet that
YOUR',dependent
con help make choosing the right
insurance AGENT
insurance o ktMe easier Pick up
SEIRVIB•
11.0•11.11
r free booklet today Before you need it.
ttTiil•
THE MORE-THAN-ONE-COMPANY INSURANCE ACiEN

The
Murray
de- 0.‘...we'le- Insurance
ent Agency
753-4751

REAL ESTATE
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Q. There ore so many types of loons. Can
you help me to understand GEM, GPM, ARM,
Boydown loan and the Standard GI Loon?
A. Standard GI Loon — The standard GI
loan is a fixed rote loan. The loan may be for
100% of the appraised value of the
property. The loan can be assumed at the
original rate of interest.(30 year mortgage)
Buydown Loon — The VA is accepting
loans for guaranty involving temporary
interest rate buydowns. The assistance
payments will run for a minimum of 3 years
and maximum of 5 years.(30 year mortgage)
ARM — In an "adjustable rate mortgage"
the lender will adjust the interest rate within
five years of the date of the closing of the
loan, and each five years after that. Such
adjustment to the interest rate must
correspond directly to the movement of the
Five Year U.S. Treasury Securities.
GPM — Public law 97-66 has amended
Title 38, United States Code to permit the
guaranty of loans with graduated payment
features. Graduated Payment Mortgages ore
amortized in a manner which allows lower
initial monthly payments than traditional
fixed payment mortgages. The current
interest rate prevails and the GPM runs for 5
years.(30 year mortgage)
GEM — The Growing Equity Mortgage
(GEM) provides for a gradual increase in
monthly payments, with all of the increase
being applied to the principal balance,
resulting in a relatively rapid accumulation of
equity and an accelerated maturity.
(approximately 15 year mortgage)
There are new programs available with
varying rates from 10.750. Call us for us to
help you with the right program for you.
If you have any questions relating to real
estate send them to CENTURY 21 LORETTA
JOBS, REALTORS. Questions of general
interest will be answered in future columns.

Bel Air Center

753-8201

fflogonnmo-occonoonoo

REAL ESTATE AND YOU
Mary Frances Bell, a
Bank of Murray
employee for 27 years,
announced plans for
retirement effective Sept.
1.
"Mary Frances," as
she is fondly called by her
co-workers, first began
working for the bank
Aug. 30, 1956. At that
time, she held the position of bookkeeper. In
1969, she was made assistant cashier, and in 1980
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A familiar sign. One that you react
to instantly. Are you as familiar
with your automobile insurance
policy? We hope so. If not, we can
help with a Royal Insurance auto
policy.'Don't be under-insured.
Come see us today.
..t..
ti1:1
Royal

Insurance

Just Remember If You
Need Any Product Involving
Insurance — Give Us A Try

David King CI.U. and Lindy Sutter
work with the new computer that can
give a complete insurance comparison
for any of our companies in a matter of
seconds

"Personal Service Puts Us Out Front...
Competitive Rotes Keep Us There"
Murray, Ky.
901 S camore St.
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Calloway takes second loss

Baker, big plays spark
Trigg overload,40-14
By MIKE PRUSINSKI
Sports Writer
There was nothing
routine about the contest
between Calloway County
and Trigg County at
Laker Stadium Friday
night.
The approximately
2,200 fans witnessed a
game full of big plays,
most of which came from
the vistors of Trigg County as the Wildcats
defeated the Lakers 40-14.
The Wildcats scored
touchdowns from 69, 36,
15, 8, 14, and 61 yards,
while the Lakers connected from 6 and 75
yards away.
Calloway's big play
was a 75-yard pass from
Scott Taylor to Monty
Morton in the final
moments of the game.
Although Taylor's scoring strike was too late to
make a difference, the
Lakers were only behind
13-7 at the half.

Trigg County supplied would be a tough one to
fireworks in the form of a
36-yard TD run by Donald
In addition to Baker the
Bush, a 61-yard punt Trigg offensive machine
return for a touchdown by was aided by the perCalvin Turnley, and a 69- formance of running back
yard TD run by Al Baker. Don Bush (80 yards in
nine carries) and
The Wildcats used a
quarterback Treav Tooke
strong ground game, led
who connected on three of
by Baker who was Allnine passes for 35 yards.
State last year as a
Despite the final score,
freshman. Baker gained
Calloway kept within a
120 of Trigg County's 238
touchdown in the first
yards in only 10 carries.
half by converting a fumHe ignited the Wildcat ble
recovery by Allen
scoring on their first Douglas
on Trigg's 21
possession when he
yard line. From there the
blasted up the middle and
Lakers used three plays
didn't stop until 69 yards in
a drive capped by
later when heN..,
reached senior Richard
Dowdy's
Calloway's end zone.
6-yard run off tackle.
In Friday's night of sur"Al is an excellent
athlete who has speed, prises, Calloway producstrength, and the poten- ed a running back named
tial to go as far as he Baker as well wants to," explained sophomore Greg Baker.
Wildcat Head Coach DixThe Lakers' Baker norie Jones. "Calloway has a mally plays offensive
young but talented team guard and linebacker, but
and I knew this game because of a knee injury
to running back Todd
Contri, Baker was called
on to run at fullback. In
his first game in the
Laker backfield he totalleadoff hitter Jose Gon- ed 60 yards in 19 carries.
zalez walked, Jeff Doyle
Contri's injury,
was safe on an error and although sidelining him
Gene Roof walked, this week, will not keep
loading the bases.
him out for the season.
Gonzalez scored when When he returns, Harp
Jim Adduci grounded out, said, he and Baker will
but pinch hitter Bombo share the fullback duties.
Rivera popped out to
Trying to overcome the
third.
insc of Contri, Laker

89ers beat Redbirds, 3-2
LOUISVILLE - The
Oklahoma City 89ers
have won the first game
of a best -of -five
American Association
playoff series, defeating
Louisville 3-to-2.
Louisville, trailing 3-to1, threatened in the bottom of the ninth when

4

ROOM TO RUN - Trigg County sophomore Al Baker ( 8) found plenty of rum,ing room in the Calloway County defense. He rushed for 120 yards on only 10 carries in the 40-14 victory Friday night. Opening this hole for him are Trigg teammates Dwain Gibbs(60) and Gwendol Baker (24).
Staff photo by David Tuck
quarterback Scott Taylor
connected on 15 of 31
passes for 147 yards, including the 75-yard toss to
Morton.
"We played the best
football that we could
have in the first half,"
said Laker Head Coach
Sam Harp. "Second half
penalties, inexperience,
and a good opponent were
just too much to handle."
Both teams are in action again next week

when Calloway (0-2)
travels to Todd County,
the second Class 2A
school the Lakers will
face, and Trigg (1-1)
returns home to face
Webster County.
"We must get back on
track with sa victory
before our district play
begins," stated Harp.
"However I feel good
about our kids and with
the way they continue to
improve."

otoShay

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Major League Baseball

We Also Have The Largest Selection Of New Trucks In The Area
To Choose From (Rangers, Vans & F Series). We Are Now Giving
Special Prices On All '83 Model Trucks As We Closeout The '83
Model Year.

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY!
GLEN CARD
CARLOS JONES
JOHN HUTCHING JOE ROWLAND
JOHN PARKER
JOE PARKER
JAMES PARKER
701 Main

NICK RYAN
RON WRIGHT
DAVID PARKER

PARKER FORD INC.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Baltimore
78 53
595 76 58
.567 34
Detroit
Milwaukee
58
75
_564 4
New York
74 58
.561 4h
Toronto
74 63
.540 7
Boston
65 70
.481 15
Cleveland
59 76
.437 21
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
76 58
.567
Oakland
66 71
412
Kansas City
64 69
481
California
62 72
463 14
Texas
82 73
459
Minnesota
19
Seattle
51 83
.381 5
Friday's Games
Detroit 9-7, Toronto 8-8, lot game, 10
innings
Boston 5, Chicago I
Baltimore 1, Minnesota 0
Texas 7. Kansas City 0
California 6, Milwaukee 5
Cleveland 4, Oakland 2
New York 5,Seattle 4
Saturday's Games
Detroit Petry 14-8 at Toronto
Clancy 14-71
Baltimore ( McGregor 16-5 , at Minnesota ( Schrom 1241
Chicago Dotson 15-7 at Boston
, Tudor 10-9}
Cleveland Heaton 10-4) at Oakland
Warren 1-3
Kansas City Perry 6-13 and Creel 241 at Texas Darwin 7-10 and Smithson
7-131,2, it-n1
Milwaukee (Sutton 7-11) at C.alifornia( Witt 7-10

South 12th Strowt

New York ( Montefusco 1-01 at Seattle Moore 4-51,
Sunday's Games
Detroit at Toronto
Chicago at Boston
Baltimore at Minnesota
Milwaukee at California
Cleveland at Oakland
New York at Seattle
Kansas City at Texas,( n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
69 64
.519 Pittsburgh
69 64
.519 Montreal
67 65
.508 1.1
St. Louis
66 66
.500 2h
Chicago
60 74
.448 941
New York
56 78
.418 13h
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
78 56
.582 Atlanta
76 59
.563 2h
Houston
72 62
.527 6
San Diego
66 70
.415 13
San Francisco 63 72
.467 15,
2
Cincinnati
62 74
.456 17
Friday's Games
Houston 6, Chicago 5
Lou Angeles 4, Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 1
New York 7,San Diego 3
Philadelphia 5. San Francisco 3
Cincinnati 4.St Louis0
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh)Rhoden 10-11 at Atlanta
I Niekro 104)
Houston Madden 6-3.) at Chicago
( Jenkins 4-9)
San Francisco ,Krukow 94) at
Philadelphia (Carlton 12-141, n)
n Diego Lollar 7-1

753-8971

M

at Laker Stadium
I 2 3 4
Calloway
0 7 0 0 14
Trigg Co
7 6 14 13 40
...ortng Plays
lot - Al Baker 69-yard run Kherward kick 7-0.
2nd - ICC) Richard Dowdy 6-yard
run. Greg Baker kick )441)7-7
2nd - Donald Bush 36-yard run. Kick
no good (3.29 13-7.
3rd - Al Baker 15-yard run. Baker
conversion run( 11:07 I 21-7.
3rd - Treav Tooke 8-yard pass to
John Sumner Kick no good )6,03 27-7.
4th - Gwendol Baker 14-yard run.
Kick no good (6061 33-7.
4th - Calvin Turnley 61-yard punt
return Kherward kick I 3:28)40-7.
4th- CC) Scott Taylor 75-yard pass
to Monty Morton. Baker kick ,2,401 4014

C REB ARD

READY FOR DELIVERY

3 NEW 1983 F350
CAB & CHASSIS MODELS
(2), 6.9L V-8 DIESELS
AND (1), 460 4 BARREL V-8
ALL 3 EQUIPT. WITH 4/SPEED TRANS.

LI
Hen
don
retu
conc

'Seaver 7-13 ), n1
Los Angeles ( Welch 12-11 at Montreal(Smith 4-71, n)
Cincinnati Soto 14-11 at St.
Cox 1-3), In)
LouisI.
Sunday's Games
San Francisco at Philadelphia
San Diego at New York
Los Angeles at Montreal
Pittsburgh at Atlanta
Cincinnati at St. Louis
Houston at Chicago

Players
honored
NEW YORK (AP) Lloyd Moseby was named the AL Player of the
Month for August and
Jack Morris was named
AL Pitcher of the Month.
Moseby batted .351
with six doubles, two
triples, seven home runs
and 25 runs batted in.
Morris was a six-game
winner in August, each
of the victories a complete game.

Southold* Comte,'

753-5273

Sc

High School FootballScores
Friday Gaines
Livingston, Tenn 7, Tompkinsville 0
Camden,Tenn, 40, MURRAY 0
Lou. Fern Creek 19, Lou. Seneca 6
Tnsg Co. 40, CALLOWAY CO. 14
Lou. Atherton 7, Lou Fairdale 6
Ashland Fairview 47, Lewis Co.0
Lou. DeSales 7, Lou. Doss6
Bardstown 18, Warren East 15
Lou. Fern Creek 19, Lou Seneca 6
Barren Co. 27, Edrnonson Co. 7
Lou. Iroquois 23, Lou Manual 0
Beechwood 27, Ludlow 6
Lou Jeffersontown 21, Lou Eastern
Bell Co. 12, Knox Central 6 OT
16
Boone Co. 6,Conner 2
Lou. Pleasure Ridge 3, Lou Bishop
Boyd Co. 40, Johns Creek 15
David 0
Breathitt Co.36, Hazard 0
Lou.St. Xavier 9. Lou Male 6 OT
Campbell Co., Tenn., 16, Evarts 14
Lou. Southern 31, Lou. Moore 0
Caverna 21, Giunaliel 0
Lou. Trinity 23. Lou Waggener 0
Cawood 21, Leslie Co. 12
Lou. Valley 14. Lou Butler 0
Christian Co. 27, Mayfield 13
Lou. Western 41, Lou. Shawnee 12
'
.
Clark Co. 34, Scott Co.0
Macon Co , Tenn 7, Allen Co 630T
Clarksville, Tenn., NE 10, Todd CenMarshall Co. 20, Caldwell Co 14
tral 0
Matewan, W Va 14. Phelps 12
Clay Co. 53, Lynn Camp 0
Meade Co 50, LaRue Co 47
Coal Grove,Ohio 20, Greenup Co.6
Mercer Co. 7, Anderson Co.6
Coy. Scott 14, Bellevue 7
Middlesboro 35etaurel Co.0
Cnttenden Co. 12, Webster Co. 7
Middletown, Ohio 27, Lou Beth
Cumberland 12, Whitesburg 0
Haven 6
Danville 3, Boyle Co.0
Dixie Heights 41, Erlanger Lloyd 6
Montgomery Co 6. Ashland 0
East Carter 21, Bourbon Co. 18
Morgan Co. 40, Lawrence Co 14
East Hardin 28, BuRitt East6
Nelson Co. 20. Williamsburg 0
Elkhorn City 26, Mullins 0
Newport 25, Campbell Co 18
Fleming Co. as, MC. Napier 12
Nicholas Co. 41. Mason Co. 20
Fort Campbell 41, Clarksville, Tenn..
North Bullitt 18, Bailiff Central 8
NW 8
Ohio Co. 29, Breckinridge Co.0
Fort Knox 32, North Hardin 8
Owensboro 26, Owensboro Cath. 0
Fort Thos Highlands 21, Coy. Catholic
Owensboro Apollo 7, Henderson 0
Pad Tilghman 35, Lone Oak 6
Frankfort W. Hills 27, Frankfort0
Paris 21, Harrison Co. 18
Franklin Co. 21, Madison Central 8
Pikeville 60, Wheelwright 0
Franklin-Simpson 26, Russellville 13
Pmeville 40, Berea 12
Fulton Co. 14, South Fulton, Term. 13
Prestonsburg 19. Paintsville 6
Garrard Co. 20, Casey Co. 7
Raceland 18, Green Township, Ohio 0
Glasgow B.Elizabethtown 0
Reidland 21, Ballard Memorial 14 OT
Grayson Co. 11, McLean Co.6
Rockcastle Co 16, Lmcoln Co. 12
Green Co. 19, Campbellsville 7
Rowan Co. 27, Bath Co. 8
Greenfield,Tenn. 21, Fulton City 13
Russell 28, Johnson Central 7
Hancock Co. 27, Butler Co. 6
Russell Co 1, Pulaski Co. 0. forfeit
Harrodsburg 12, Jessamine Co.6
Sheldon Clark 7, West Carter 0
Hart Co. 30, Metcalfe Co.6
Simon Kenton 22, Dayton 6
Henry Co. 27, West Hardin 18
Somerset 34. Richmond Madison 7
Hopkinsville 19, Union Co. 7
Trimble Co 23, Eminence 9
Lawrence Co. 34, Morgan Co. 6
Vmgie IS, Betsy Layne 14 OT
Lex, Bryan Station 21, Lex. Henry
Warren Central 18, Da mess Co 0
Clay 14
Washington Co. 25, Oldham Co. 14
Lex. Lafayette 14,Shelby Co.0
Whitley Co. 14, Harlan 7
1 AI. Tates Creek M,Belfry 0
Woodford Co. 22, Bowling Green 6

Wilander, Noah remain
in running in U.S. Open
NEW YORK (AP) Sweden's Mats Wilander
and Yannick Noah of
France, two seeded
players who think they
can't win the U.S. Open
Tennis Championship, remain in the chase in the
82 million tournament.
The problem for them
is that John McEnroe and
Czechoslovakian Ivan
Lendl, two seeded
players who think they
can win, still are in the
running,too.
All four advanced to the
third round with impressive victories Friday
as the tournament turned
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Our New Sunday Worship Schedule

Building Supply
500 S. 4th 753-6450

8:30 A.M. First Worship
9:30 A.M. Bible Classes
10:30 A.M. Second Worship
6:00 P.M. Evening Worship

,

Mon.-Fri. 7-6
Sat. 7-2
Closed
Labor Day

Big September Sale!
At+i, Aug.31 - Sept. 10
From Lumber To Doors
Windows To Paint

VISA'

Rickman Norswoithy Will Be
Stashing Prkes On Building
Materials Throughout-The Store.Comelii kiid-See Us For Our •
Spectacular Fall Sale!

University
Church of Christ
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into the holiday weekend.
Wilander beat Brian
Gottfried, 6-3, 6-4, 7-6,
recovering from a 0-5
deficit in the third set.
Noah defeated Jerome
Vanier of France 6-4, 6-4,
6-4. McEnroe had an
uneventful 6-0, 6-1,6-4 victory over John Saciri. And
Lendl eliminated Israel's
Shlomo Glickstein 6-1, 61,6-2.
Meanwhile, in the
women's draw, topseeded Martina
Navratilova posted a
routine 6-2, 6-1 decision
over Louise Allen and No.
2 Chris Evert Lloyd
eliminated Alycia
Moulton 6-2,6-2.
Other seeded players
winning on the tournament's fourth day were
Vitas Gerulaitis, Steve
Denton, Jimmy Ariaas,
Johan Kriek and Bill
Scanlon among the men
and Hana Mandlikova of
Czechoslovakia, Britain's
Jo Durk, Wendy Turnbull of Australia and
Kathy Jordan, Pam
Shriver and Zina Garrison among the women.
The only seeded player
to lose was No. 12 Kathy
Rinaldi, beaten 6-4, 6-3 by
Ivanna Madruga of
Argentina.

Sigel, Burroughs
meet in semis
of U.S. Amateur
III: (AP)
- Jay Sigel. and Clark
Burroughs both squeezed into the semifinals of
the 83rd U.S. Amateur
golf championship, and
will meet head-on Saturday.b.
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Football fun takes a back seat when Tigers fall 40-0 at Camden

LION HUNTERS — Murray High tried unsuccessfully to stop Camden's Todd
Herndon (11) in the first quarter of a 40-0 skunking in Tennessee, Friday. Herndon rushed for 103 yards on 11 carries, including a 55-yard touchdown, plus he
returned a punt 35 yards — all in the first quarter. He was injured after the second play of the second quarter and sat out the remainder of the contest.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray State plays tonight

Southern Methodist defender
says he enjoys hard hits most
By The Associated Press
Southern Methodist
safety Russell Carter
plans to make his
presence known to the
Louisville Cardinals
tonight.
Carter, a senior, has
become the selfappointed hitman in the
Mustangs secondary.
"I'd rather get a big hit
than an interception,"
Carter said. "Everybody
always '000hlis' at a big
hit. And they don't
always expect it in the
secondary; we're supposed to be the little guys."
SMU opens its season
against the Cardinals in
Texas Stadium, located
in the Dallas suburb of Irving.
Closer to home, Kentucky, still looking for its
first win for second-year
coach Jerry Claiborne,
entertains Central
Michigan.
In games involving
Ohio Valley Conference
schools, Eastern Kentucky is at home to East
Tennessee while Murray
visits Southeast Missouri.
In a small-college
game, Kentucky
Wesleyan plays its first
football game in some 50
years when the Panthers
-

—
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Sales*Service *Parts
Nee and Used BICyCe.)11
Expert repair on all makes

Dixidand Center
753-0388

host Kentucky State at
Owensboro.
Carter has accumulated 136 tackles in
his first three years with
the-Mustangs, and he's
looking to collect a few
more against Louisville.
"A good hit always
takes the pressure off the
defensive backs because
the wide receiver tends to
get intimidated," he said.
"And not just the guy that
got hit."
For Louisville quaterback Dean May, who last
year set school records in
yards passing with 2,034
and touchdown passes
with 17, the SMU game is
another chance to hand
Coach Bobby Collins a
setback.
In 1981, Southern
Mississippi had built as 80-1 record under Collins

and had climbed to No. 8
in the nation.
"We were 4-6 at the
time, were on regional
television for the first
time all season, and had
absolutely nothing to
lose," May said. "To us,
it was our bowl game."
After trailing 3-0 at the
half, May led the Cardinals to 13 second-half
points and a 13-10 victory.
An upset by Louisville,
5-6 last season, could
knock No. 19 SMU, now
coached by Collins, out of
the top 20.
"We're just going to go
oat and play our game,"
May said. "We know
SMU has a great team.
We're just hoping that, if
we play hard, good things
will come from that.
"Like before, we have
nothing to lose and
everything to gain."

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
CAMDEN, Tenn. —
Part of Tony Franklin's
philosophy as head foot%a11 coach at Murray
High includes "football is
fun."
A continuance of that
philosophy is "football is
more fun when you win."
Friday night at
Camden, Tenn., the
Tigers played football,
but they didn't have fun.
They lost. Big.
Camden's Lions,
though smaller than the
average Tiger, were big
on points in a 40-0
shocker.
To paraphrase
Franklin's explanation
for this family
newspaper, the Tigers
received a striking blow
to their posteriors by the
Camden players' boots.
"We did a poor job
tonight," Franklin said,
emphasizing the obvious.
"I did a poor job. Our kids
did a poor job. And
Camden just kicked our
tails."
However, looking on
the bright side, Franklin
said his boys didn't give
up. They fought to the bitter, bitter end which was
poignantly forecast as
early as the first offensive series by Camden.
The Lions received the
opening kickoff and
returned it to their own
37. Two running plays
netted eight yards and
facing a third down situation Lions coach Barry
Barnett called for an option left.
Senior quarterback Jay
Phifer was hit hard as he
released his pitchout and
the ball bounced once in
the Camden backfield.
Tiger defenders were
after it in a second, but
Lion tailback Todd Herndon was quicker.
He not only grabbed the
errant pitch, he rocketed
55 yards to the Tiger end

zone for Camden's first of
many touchdowns.
"Our players went for
the ball instead of the
man," Franklin said.
"They shouldn't have
done that and they know
it. Mostly, though, it was
our offense that gave
them the game. Even
though the score says 40nothing, our offense gave
them the ball several
times and they took advantage of it."
A case in point was
Murray's first possession. After losing eight

yards when quarterback
Mark Boggess was sacked and another five on a
delay-of-game penalty,
the Tigers punted from
deep in their half of the
field and Camden took
over on the Tigers' 47.
Four running plays
later, Phifer tried his
hand at passing and hit
senior Chuck Boggs over
the middle. Boggs bounced off a handful of Tiger
tacklers and raced 23
yards for the second
Camden touchdown.
The first quarter

wasn't even half over and
the Lions led, 13-0.
By the time the game
was half over, the Lions
led, 30-0.
Fullback Tony Wilson
kicked a 27-yard field
goal, one of two in the
game, and tailback Tim
Tharpe ran a draw play
29-yards for another Lion
touchdown in the second
quarter, set up by a Boggess fumble.
Perhaps the most
demoralizing of the Lion
strikes came with 21
seconds remaining in the
first half.
The Tigers marched into Lion turf after Rodney
Key killed a Camden
drive on the Murray 4yard-line when he intercepted a Phifer pass
and returned it to the
Murray 41.
A 21-yard pass to Chris
Farmer then a Camden
penalty set up a Murray
third-and-five situation
on the Lions'34-yard-line.
Boggess fired a pass into the flat on the next play
and senior Ricky Miller
read him like a book. The
Lions' defensive end intercepted the aerial and
ran 68-yards for another
Camden score.
In the second half
Camden scored on a 23yard field goal and an 18-

yard quarterback keeper
in the fourth quarter
when both teams had
substitutes in the game.
"Whenever we gave
them the ball, they moved it all over the field
against us," Franklin
said. "Camden has some
good athletes and we just
didn't do the things we
needed to do to win."
The first-year Murray
coach denounced the
possibility that his team
was suffering from an
emotional letdown after
beating Calloway County,
28-7, in the season opener.
"No way," he said.
"This had nothing to do
with that game. We just
didn't play ball tonight.
Now we've got to get our
heads up and get ready
for Mayfield."
Friday Murray (1-1)
travels to Mayfield for
the resumption of an aged
rivalry at 7:30 p.m.
at Camden,Tenn.
1 2 3 4 T
Murray
0 0 0
Camden
13 17 3 7 46
Scoring Plays
lot — Todd Herndon 55-yard run
Tony Wilson kick 10:4017.0
let — Jay Phder 23-yard pass to
Chuck Boggs. Kick no good 6:09 13-0
2nd — Wilson 27-yard field goal
10.15 160.
2nd — Tim Tharpe 29-yard run.
Wilson kick good S.44t23-0
2nd — Ricky Miller 66-yard interception return. WiLson kick good .211 30-0.
3rd — Wilson 23-yard field goal 13 31i
33-0.
4th — Mike Baker 19-yard run. Wilson
kick good 11.101 40-0

Injuries prompt Pulaski forfeit

LONG NIGHT — Murray High quarterback Mark
Boggess (white jersey) suffered through a long
night in the Tiger backfield. Twice be was sacked
for losses of eight and six yards, the Lions caused
him to fumble once and a Camden player intercepted one of his passes and ran it back for a
touchdown.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

SOMERSET, Ky. ( AP)
— Pulaski County High
School forfeited its
scheduled football game
with Russell County Friday nighr because of a
large number of injuries,
said Kentucky High
School Athletic Association Commissioner Tom
Mills.
"They (Pulaski County) called earlier (Friday) and said that
because of excessive injuries — and they only

have a small squad to
begin with — they asked
that the game be cancelled and the opposing
school had agreed," Mills
said.
The decision not to play
was based on the advice
of the team physician and
coach, a spokesman for
Pulaski County High
School said.
Russell County is now
3-0 and Pulaski County 0-3
after the forfeit.

111111711/RotoShack.
Your Discount Parts Superman

Sikes, Brewer lead Senior Classic
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Dan Sikes and
Gay Brewer each shot a
course-record 65 in the
second round of the

Citizens Union Senior
Golf Classic, with Sikes
holding a one-shot lead
at the tournament's
halfway point.

Cherokee Trading Post

NOW OPEN!
Friday Sept.2
6 miles South of Murray
on Hwy. 121
OriginalIndian Pottery
Rugs, Dolls, Toys,
Leather Goods and Turquoise,
Cigarettes, Ice, Soda
and Picnic Supplies
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 11 a.m.to 6 a.m.
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*THANK YOU*
Murray Supply Company would like to 7_7
take this opportunity to thank all the
customers who have shopped Beale
Hardware during its Liquidation Sale.,
--Murray Supply Company has been adding
many of the hardware items normally a
carried by Beale Hardware to their
inventory such as bolts, fasteners and
other hard' to-find hardware items. They ,
7,would like to invite all the former
customers of Beale Hardware to shop
Murray Supply Company for all their
;iut-dware nerds..

Murray Supply
..
208 E. Main
)ki)kilqttiAi)ki
• Wk141)kliWki)ki

Cool cushions

Kordite trash bags

Car serv

Rain dance

Stay nice 8 coo/
a// summer long

Stock up now 33 gallons
7 count

Keep drinks ice cold Portable
Great /or picnics

Auto Shack's price 488 less 3.X
mail-in rebate 14-oz paste or
liquid

Foreign or
Domestic

Socket set

Brake shoes

12 pc set with 38 ol,
/ye
By Stanley

with exchange

Stops squeaks loosens
iust and protects meta/
9-oz Limit 2

Window
film

Fan belts
Kee° a spare on hand

3.99

1.97

Open Lab
September 5. 198,3
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west kentucky outdoors
From the hill top the
countryside looked like
South Dakota potholes. A
quarter-mile below us a
small lake snaked
through contoured
ridges. And behind us and
to our right was a second,
similar lake, ringed by
cattails and nestled under
a blue-white haze of
dawn. Everything was
quiet and calm.
But this is a lategeneration serenity. Not
too many years ago this
land was cut apart by
giant machines looking
for coal. The lakes were
originally strip mine pits,
and the hills were put
back in place when the
big machines moved on.
Far from South Dakota,

by wade bourne Another one of those fish

this scenery lay in Ohio
County, Kentucky.
Chuck Radcliff had
driven over miles of dusty gravel roads to bring
me here. He's an officer
with the Kentucky Depatment of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, and he knows
all the crooks and crannies of the coal country.
He also knows which strip
pits have the best fishing,
and he'd taken a day off
work to show me around.
We'd met at 4:30 a.m.
at a restaurant near
Beaver Dam. I was attending to a platter of bacon
and eggs while he
described what lay
ahead.
"It's really the wrong
time of year to fish the

stripper pits in the ing motor and a dep- and slid it out of his truck.
daytime. Night fishing's thfinder were mounted in Then we tied on baits,
a lot better in summer, the front, and a heavy- pushed the crafts into the
because the water in duty battery rested in lake, and Chuck got in
most of the pits is real back. I added my tackle first. "The boat's sort of
clear. The best time of box and rods and reels to small, but it won't turn
day fish the pits is spr- the cargo, and we were over," he said. Another
fellow had told me that
ing," Chuck moaned.
off.
I knew that, but I can't
Coal mine roads are once about a canoe...
And then we were off.
take pictures at night. like spider webs: twisting
That's why I'd talked and cutting back, roun- The electric motor humChuck into taking me into ding curves. They are a med silently, pulling us
the coal country at maze of junctions and through a cut and out onto
sunrise. Maybe we could turns, and we drove some the main arm of the lake.
still find a bass or two 30 minutes before stopp- A mallard hen swooped
waiting a late (for them) ing on the hill overlooking in, intending to land, but
breakfast.
our fishing spot. "There's she reeled away in flight.
Eggs and bacon con- a lot of country and a lot
Chuck was casting a
sumed, we got underway. of good lakes here that plastice worm, and I was
In the back of Chuck's don't get too much using a Charlie Brewer's
slider worm on a crappie
pickup was his "Strip Pit pressure," Chuck said.
Special" boat, an 8-foot
When we got to the jig. On the second cast a
plastic pontoon with two water's edge, the wildlife fish tried to take it away
seats. And electric troll- officer unstraped his boat from me. "Probably a
bream," I muttered.
"There's some big
bream in here," Chuck
answered. Along with
muskies, walleye,
largemouth, smallmouth
and several other kinds of
game and batfish. The
strip pits with good water
quality are stocked both
by the Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife department and
parent mining companies. A list of species
available from these
Peabody Company
waters reads like a
"Who's Who" of
American Fisheries.
"There he is," Chuck
said, quickly reeling in
slack line. Then he struck
back hard, and the bow in
his rod remained. "He's
not much." The 8-inch
bass was unhooked and
released without
ceremony.
We worked around a point, and Chuck Radcliff
told me about some to the
better catches he's made
STRIP MINE FISHING - Chuck Radcliff fishes for bass in an Ohio County strip mine lake.
from this lake. A couple
Photo by Wade Bourne
to nights earlier he'd
taken a 6-pounder, and
two other anglers had
caught several nice
keepers. And back in
April Chuck had taken
two strings of bass, each
of which weighed around
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to Fresh Ky.Lake Catfish
Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
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go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
gf
gø Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
Oil P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.4 P.M.
Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
hours to order call 436-5834
Rex and Ann Donelson Owners.
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Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Arms, Ammo, Archery,
Fishing, Heating,
Camping Simples

Uncle Jeff's
,Shopping Center
9-9-Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.

Cedric,
Jo, Eric
and
Jane Benson

"Largest Archery
Selection In
This Arra"

35 pounds. "There's some
realy big bass in here, but
it'll probably be hard to
BENTON, Ky.(AP) —
get them to bite this time
There is a catch to this
of year," he said.
A half-dozen casts later fish story.
First, the bait. Nancy
I got a hard pop on my
worm. I snapped back on Rayder, manager of the
my rod and could tell im- Sportsman's Lodge at
mediately that this fish Jonathan Creek on Kenwas better than the three tucky Lake, says five
or four smaller bass we'd specially tagged bass will
caght by now. I was using be released in early
6-pound test line, and I September. One of those
just held on while the fish fish will be worth $250,000
lunged around and peeled to whoever catches it.
Now, the hook. To be
off line.
No, it wasn't a 9- eligible for the prize, you
pounder, though on the have to stay at the Sportlight tackle he felt that sman's Lodge.
Ms. Rayder admits that
heavy. After a minute or
so I eased my thumb into the contest is a gimmick
the jaw of a 3-pound fish designed to bring people
and lifted him aboard. into the lodge during the
Following a photo-taking traditionally slow time
session the bass was from mid-September unreturned back to its til late October.
She also insists that the
hideout.
As the morning contest "is very
lengthened we tried legitimate."
The tagged bass will be
several more spots and
techniques. The area released into Kentucky
where we were fishing Lake sometime before
was joined by a canal to the contest starts on Sept.
another lake system, and 15, Ms. Rayder said. The
we never got its end. But small fry in the contest
we didn't need to. We hit will bring prizes of $250,
one shallow area were $750,$1,500 or $2,000 to the
beds of moss lay just lucky fisherman.
The big catch is worth a
under the surface, and
the small bass were here cool quarter-of-a-million
by the hundreds. We pro- clams, enough to make
bably caught tnd releas- any ichthyologist head
ed 40 fish in the 8-10 inch for his boat and drown a
worm or two.
class.
According to Ms.
We also saw more
ducks and a pair of deer.
Chuck told me about the
great rabbit hunting on
the hillsides around the
lake, plated in lespedeza
as part of the reclamation
FRANKFORT, Ky.
process.
So even though this (AP) — Lake
land may look like South temperatures have dropDakota, it's Kentucky, ped a degree or two the
and it's rich in fish and past few days and fishing
wildlife. I suppose there's has improved in a few
a silver lining behind areas. The state gave this
every cloud. Where rundown:
Kentucky — White bass
machines once tore a
black scam from the fair trolling spinners or
earth fish swim and rab- medium to deep runners
bits run, and sportsmen seven to eight feet deep
along ridge tops, bluegill
have fun.
fair fishing worms or
crickets in shoreline
cover, clear, falling very
slowly, two feet below
summer pool,85.
Barkley — White bass
slow in jumps, bluegill
slow on worms or
crickets in shoreline
cover, below dam catfish
fair using cutbaits, clear,
falling very slowly, two
feet below summer pool,
87.
rk
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake ) Rough River — Crappie
fair fishing minnows
DON McCLUR1
McCLURE
m Yoke 94 East oul ot Murray tor 2GRAYSON
mdes Turn r,ghr on 280 ) eight to 10 feet deep
110 Follow 280 lor 7 macs post Bonner
s Grocery Yoke) around cover, black bass
block fop onto Ponoromdand follow blacktop
to your rsght ) slow at night casting
crankbaits and plastic
40,
Telephone 502-436-5483
worms off points, clear,
CEA-E.EE.F.AAN-E-EA.E.E.E.EEEE-t-t..E.
stable,summer pool,89.
• Barren River —
E.E.
Bluegill good fishing
worms and crickets
around shoreline cover,
white bass fair trolling
along flats about 12 feet
deep, black bass fair
casting spinner baits and
crankbaits off points,
clear, stable, summer
pool,88.
Nolin — Crappie fair to
good driftfishing minnows eight to 12 feet deep,
black bass slow at night
casting plastic worms off
points, white bass slow in
753-4563 512 S. 12th
jumps early and late in

stories but this has a catch

Lake temperatures drop;
fishing improves in areas

appy Holiday Travel,Inc,

law

Sales & Service
*Mercury Outboard
*Pro Craft
•Astroglass
*Lowe St Bass Boats

Mack & Mack Marine
474-2251

to

& W AUT
SUPPLY„

We Install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses.

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories.
tor, Trutk, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N.4th
753-1364— 753-6779

.HUNTERS! ZERO IN ON THESE
c

GARY
DARNELL
MARINE
Rt. 3
Murray
753-3'1-

• Double AA Service
We carry Johnson Oithiords

Hunting Vests
With Shall Loops
Pockets& Rubberised
$995
Goma Bog

Spoqs..
6pecia
ii ts •
808 Chestnut
Murray KY 42071

Rayder, the contest is a
way for the lodge to
return some good will,
and maybe money, to its
customers, most of whom
return year after year.
"We're saying, 'Thank
you,"said Ms. Rayder.
To win the prize, you
have to be 8 registered
guest in one of the 52 units
at the lodge, in a cottage
or one of the mobile
homes that are rented out
to visitors. A $25 entry fee
is also a requirement.
To add to the lure of the
tournament, room rates
will be 20 percent lower
than normal.
But then, you still have
to catch one of the fish
sometime between Sept.
15 and Oct. 29.
Ms. Rayder isn't spinning any fish tales about
the specifics.
When will the gold(en)
fish be released?
"Sometime before the
contest starts."
Where will they be
released?
"We won't know that
until we release them."
The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
will make sure the cash
bass actually make it into
the water.
Just to make sure the
tournament isn't too
fishy.

American
Eagle
Shotgun
Sh•lis
by Festival

S469
Pee Re:

Dove
Stools
with
Goma

Bog

day, clear, stable, summer pool,87.
Green River — Crappie
good fishing minnows
about one foot off bottom
over flats, six to 16 feet
deep, black bass fair and
improving casting plastic
worms or buzz baits,
clear, falling very slowly,
1.5 feet below sumnuner
pool,85.
Herrington — Black
bass fair at night casting
plasticgortns, also fair
early and late in day
casting jumps near dam
and in creek mouths,
bluegill fair and of good
six drifting crickets along
deep banks, hybrid
rockfish slow to fair
casting jumps and trolling near mouths of
creeks, clear to murky,
falling slowly, nine feet
below summer pool,89.
Dale Hollow — Black
bass fair at night casting
spinner baits or plastic
worms off deep points,
bluegill fair flyfishing or
still fishing worms or
crickets off deep banks,
clear, falliong, five feet
below normal pool,88.
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Contest for
amateurs
scheduled
It is an amateur fishing
contest, designed for the
average tourist vacationer to enjoy. He or she
may be either young or
old, experienced in
fishing or inexperienced.
No professionals are
allowed. It is only for
amateurs.
Entry is free to guest
registered to all Marshall
County resorts, motels,
campgrounds, and
houseboat rentals. Just
ask your host for a free
registration card.
The derby offers cash
and merchandise weekly
prizes in six different
categories, bass, crappie,
white bass, sauger, catfish and bluegill. Year
end grand prizes are cash
awards totalling over
$6,500 in cash and other
prizes will be carried
home by lucky fall vacationers.
The fall derby runs
through Oct. 3.1. Prizes-fat,
are awirded for 11 con- -"
tinuous weeks.
For further information about the Derby contact: The 25th FaIl
Fishing Derby, RI?,Bo:
145, Benton, Ky., 42025
(102427-7886).
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Pelican population up for third year;
largest water birds in North America
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
The white pelicans are
squawking water birds
with a 10-foot wing span.
Multiply that by some
7,000 or 8,000 and add
some cormorants, gulls,
vultures and herons and
you have an idea of
Pyramid Lake, Nev.,
home of the largest colony of pelicans in North
America.)
By MITCHELL
LANDSBERG
Associated Press Writer
PYRAMID LAKE,
Nev. (AP) — From the
highest point on the only
island in this former inland sea, a human being
can turn 360 degrees
some days without seeing
a trace of his species.
Hills covered with
sagebrush surround deep
turquoise water. Strange
tufa formations haunt the
shoreline. Only a green
patch of trees on the
lake's west shore betrays
the presence of people —
the Paiute Indians who
have lived here for hundreds of years.
Still, it's far from lonely on the top of Anaho
Island. A raucus clatter
drifts up from a
greasewood patch at the
base of the island, its
source the largest colony
of pelicans in North
America. Their home on
- this unlikely desert lake
is the Anaho Island National Wildlife Refuge,
where wildlife experts
are keeping a watchful
eye on the American
white pelican's progress.
Ed Loth and Gary Herron sit on the island's
crest with telescopes, trying to count the flapping,
squawking mass of birds
below. They are among a
handful of people ever to
have set foot on the
island, which is kept
strictly off limits to
visitors.
Herron, a biologist with
the Nevada Department
of Wildlife, points
pelicans roosting on a
wide, sloping apron of
land leading down to the
lake — some 1,000 birds,
the telescope showed.
Hundreds of pelicans,
their distinctive beaks
silhouetted against the
sharp blue sky, circled
the island for a half-hour
before landing at their

nesting sites.
While in the air, the
birds engaged in spectacular aerial acrobatics,
swooping, soaring,
floating on cushions of
air.
"These are the birds
that have been out
feeding," explains Loth,
a biologist with the
Stillwater National
Wildlife Refuge in nearby
Fallon. "Now they're
coming back in and
they'll probably feed the
young while the other
parents go out."
Loth's count reveals a
total of 5,290 adult
pelicans and 2,425 young
scattered among several
colonies on the island. In
addition, there are 1,490
doublecrested cormorants, several thousand California gulls,
turkey vultures, great
blue herons, and other
birds.
The pelican count is up
for the third year in a
row, raising hope that the
once-ravaged Anaho colony may be rebounding.
But experts — mindful
that the birds' survival is
dependent on a
capricious mix of water,
fish and solitude — remain cautious.
The American white
pelican can be found
nesting during the spring
and summer throughout
the Great Basin, with
principal colonies at
Pyramid Lake, the Great
Salt Lake in Utah, Tule
Lake in Northern California and Chase Lake in
North Dakota.
In the winter, the birds
head south to the Gulf of
Mexico and the Southern
California coast.
With a wingspan of
nearly 10 feet, the
American white pelican
is "about the largest
water bird you'll find in
North America," according to biologist John
Anderson.
The pelicans were making their home -at Anaho
Island when settlement
began in the river valleys
of northwest Nevada in
the last half of the 19th
century. The first known
study of the birds in 1903
showed 3,000 nests, or
about 6,000 adult birds.
Two important events
took place in the decade

after that first study.
In 1906, a dam and
system of irrigation
canals were built
upstream of Pyramid
Lake as part of the
federal Newlands Project. The intent was to
help settlers cultivate
parched ground to the
east of the lake. The effect was to reduce the
level of Pyramid Lake by
nearly 90 feet in 75 years.
Then, in 1913, President
Woodrow Wilson set aside
Anaho Island as a
preserve for breeding of
white pelicans and other
birds.
The wisdom of the
Newlands Project is still
debated in Nevada. The
diversion of Truckee
River water from its path
to Pyramid Lake turned
barren desert into bountiful farmland. But the
Paiute Indians, whose
reservation includes
Pyramid Lake,say it also
threatened to make barren their bountiful lake.
The declining lake level
nearly wiped out the
native Cui-ui fish and
Lahontan cutthroat trout,
the basis of the Paiute
economy. Both were reintroduced and with
modern management are
starting to thrive again.
And two consecutive
years of well-aboveaverage rainfall have
brought the lake level up
nearly 15 feet.
Still, there is concern.
A U.S. Supreme Court
ruling in June reaffirmed
the right of Truckee
River ranchers to divert
water headed to Pyramid
Lake. And another succession of drought years
could undo the progress
of two wet seasons.

All this is crucial to the
future of the pelicans.
For one thing, the birds
depend on Pyramid Lake
for drinking water. As a
remnant of the
prehistoric Lahontan
Sea, Pyramid is naturally
saline. If it evaporates
too much, it will become
too salty for the birds to
drink.
Predators are another
matter of concern. If the
lake level drops enough
for a land bridge to be
formed to Anaho Island,
coyotes and foxes will be
able to cross and prey on
the birds.
There are two other,
more immediate problems: boats cruise close
to Anaho and military
jets pass over. At those
times, the terrified birds
fly off in a chaotic swarm
over the island.
During those minutes
that the nests are abandoned, dozens of chicks
may be lost, according to
Morris LeFever,
manager of the Stillwater
National Wildlife Refuge.
"The sun could cook the
eggs, or the young could
get sunstroke or
dehydrate," he says.
Gulls also swoop down on
the chicks then.
No one knows the
reliability of past
estimates of the pelican
population at Anaho.
They show the colony
reaching a peak of over
11,000 adult birds in 1951
and 1953 and declining to
just 3,000 birds in 1977 and
1980. Since then, the
numbers have been
steadily increasing.
Still, says Anderson, "I
think the most important
thing to stress is that the
long-term fate of the colony is still very much in
balance."

By Abigail Van Buren

Atheist Is Offended
By References to God

BASS CATCH - Jeff English caught 10 bass
weighing a total of 29% pounds in Smith Bay recently. English caught the bass using purple worms.

fishing line
jerry maupin
Black bass are slowly
but surely climbing back
into the number one spot
of fish to try for.
As the water cools the
hags will become more.
active along the
shorelines and will feed
for longer periods.
Plastic worms, topwater buzzbaits and
stickballs are still the
best producers when fished along the rocky points,
downed treetops and
sunken brushpiles.
Because ak the high
temperatures, early morning and late evening
seems to be the best
times to fish for black
bass.
Our white striped tia.v.s
schools have diminished
some but, they are expected to pick up again
whenever the
temperature cools.
You can still find
isolated schools which
feed for short periods on

LILE
Retirement Commercial
West:slots Residential
Fit,ad Lake P

Serving Those
Famous Fah Dinners
Hwy. 68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0
338

Topping, Dee.:-..00ding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
Seasoned Firewood.
*Fully Insured

Fresco Drake
FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1983

2 bedroom cottage
$15,000,3 mm. te water
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What kind of day will tomor- (Oct. 23to Nov. 21 111"
row be? To find out what the
AURORA,K.
You get renewed confidence
stars say, read the forecast about career. New chances
VERNON LILE
given for your birth sign.
arise now which are in your
Broker-Auctioneer
best interest. Go after what
you want.
Phone
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
sifi
*
502-474-2717
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) EriA (Nov.22toDec.21)
Don't let one disappointIf you can get away now, by
ment get you down. Travel, all means do so. Travel imromance and new experiences proves your overall outlook
are gloriously highlighted. and leads to new opportunities
Vary your routine.
for happiness.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
4
1,
01
( Apr.20 to May 20)
(Dec.72 to Jan.19)
Complete Line of Fishing
Enjoy home-based acYou may feel you're at an
01
and Sporting Equipment
tivities. A partner's disposi- impasse, but help comes from
01
•
tion improves by day's end. an unexpected quarter. Keep
e
ie
Exercise initiative, but don't trying in your efforts to raise
01
be stubborn.
more capital.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Throw off a work concern
yellow or Nuoresceol red dol
A relationship with a loved
and capitalize on today's one and good fellowship are
01
chances for fun. Luck and en- highlighted now. It's a festive
couragement come through a time for you and a day to
loved one.
remember.
0 CANCER
ists
6....pecial
.00...i..
PISCES
„ ..
0
0
(June 21 to July 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
0
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808 Chestnut St 0
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ed with a relative. Avoid im- from others. Leadership
Via 1 Vir
pulsive shopping.
qualities are to the fore.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY have
(July23toA
ug.72)
the ability to work hard but
01
You'll impress others must avoid a tendency to get
favorably as long as you don't into a nit. At the same time,
come on too strong. Joy and you must avoid making
pleasant surprises mark this needless changes in your line
Where "Service Is Our Business"
day.
of work. Your innate prac01
VIRGO
ticality insures your success
(Aug.23toSept. n) 11011. in real estate, banking, inNow's the day when you'll dustry, research, science and
itti!ri4is
have the,chance to catch up teaching. You're also inawo
—t
t
iikka3
-11.Caret
'
,le Get Deferable.
with some pet i.,.;jects. Pro- terested in creative p‘a
The Price Per Dozen"
crastination gives way to ac- and sometimes are found in
complishment.
businesses allied to the arts.
, 141111A
Always keep the larger picServing The takes For 30 Years
.(Sept.331000.•)
ture hi mind and don't get
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Mance: trapped by details. Birthdate
Miry. 94 lest
0; -should not keepabout
you from hap- of: Henry _ Ford II, in302-753-5103
Alarm, ky
753-91
31
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py times. Be sure to accept dustrialist; Richard Wright,
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For Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet,
"How to Be Popular" — for people of all ages —
send $2, plus a long, self-addressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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•Hydra Sport Boats
•Mariner Outboards
*Sales & Service
*Custom Rigging

the surface but most of
the time they are on the
bottom.
Mr. and Mrs. Curt
Blevins have been chasing them a little bit and
have cif: pretty good.
They
o catch some
nice sauger and catfish
while fishing for stripes.
Mrs. Blevins brought in a
nice 2-21
/
4 pounder that
should have weighed at
least 3 pounds.
We still have a few
small mayfly hatches
scattered around which
always 'attract the
bluegill and bass.
DEAR ABBY: Gary and I have been married two years.
If you will fish the He says he loves me, but he isn't satisfied with my body.
waters where the hatch is I'm not fat, but Gary thinks I need to firm up. He lifts
weights and has a muscular body, and he wants me to
concentrated you should have
one, too. It takes time and a lot of work to firm up,
find something for the but I'm trying.
frying pan!
Gary says he sometimes likes to sleep with other women
Dove season is upon us just for their bodies — not to get serious with. I've been
now but don't pass up a trying to understand his thinking, but it doesn't seem
logical to me.
good day of fishing, fall is
I married Gary because I loved him, and I want to stay
one of the best times to be married for life.
I will try to firm up my body to please him, but do you
on the water!
think I should give him permission to have other women
Happy Fishing! in the meantime? What if I never firm up?
A NICE SIZE
:
DEAR NICE: Tell Mr. Muscles that there is nothing in your marriage contract that makes flabbiness
a legitimate ground for adultery. Firm up for your
health, but don't condone his cheating or it will be
the beginning of the end.

DEAR ABBY: Here's a suggestion for Barbara, who
dislikes being called "Barb".
My neighbor, Nellie, had a friend named Helen who
insisted on calling her "Nell" after having been told repeatedly that her name was Nellie — not "Nell."
One day Nellie met Helen at the door and said, "Good
morning, Hell!"
From then on, Helen called her Nellie.
MARGARET, NOT MAGGIE

1,41

Parking spaces for campers 01
camping trailers, house
01
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

DEAR ABBY: I have become sickened by all of your
references to the "lord" and to praying in your answers
to people who are in trouble.
Did you ever stop to think that some of these people
whom you tell to "pray" and to "keep faith in the lord"
might be atheists? I'm sure these references would offend
them, as they do me. Remember that there are people in
this world who are strong enough not to need some imaginary being to cling to. Sign me ...
A HAPPY ATHEIST
DEAR HAPPY: John Stuart Mill (English philosopher, writer, member of Parliament) said: "It is
conceivable that religion may be morally useful
without being intellectually sustainable."
If your strength sustains your atheist convictions,
fine. But others may need help from a higher power.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I will soon celebrate our
25th wedding anniversary. When we were married we had
no celebration; we just had a little hurry-up ceremony
because I was pregnant at the time.
Now for our 25th, we're planning a wonderful reception
where we'll renew our vows, and then take off for a
month's dream vacation to make up for the honeymoon
we never had. I went to work part time for two years and
saved the money to help pay for all this. We have a good
marriage and much to celebrate.
My husband wants to add to our invitations: "Instead of
gifts, donations to our church would be appreciated."
Abby, I never got any wedding presents — ever — and I
would love some. My husband's "no gifts" attitude is
making me feel guilty and greedy, because I really
do
want presents.
I feel that he deprived me of a big wedding 25 years
ago, and now he's depriving me of wedding presents.
What do you think?
A DREAM COME TRUE
DEAR DREAM: What do you mean he "deprived
you of a big wedding"? I assume you were a willing
partner in the circumstances that deprived you of
the big wedding you never had.
You needn't feel guilty or greedy for wanting
presents. I say, let the guests give you gifts if they
wish, and you make a donation to your church.

•••
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And Campground

••

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

Murray Bait Co.

Wholesale

Retail
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Unrelated accidents claim lives of Kentucky miners; probe continues
By The Associated Press machinery accident at about 100 feet inside the
Two Kentucky miners the J.& W. Coal Co. Mine Butler County mine for
more than three hours.
killed Friday in unrelated No. 2 in Floyd County.
Two other miners who
Officials said a portion
mining accidents bring to
eight the number of min- of the collapsed roof trap- were working in the area
ing deaths this year, and ped Robert Bryant, 32, of at the time escaped
another died in a surface Cromwell in Ohio County, unharmed, Bowling

CROSSWORD PUZZLER .
ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Conceal
5 Vessel
9 Resort
12 Single item
13 Residence
14 Pronoun
15 Latin
conjunction
16 Son of Adam
18 Cravat
20 Printer s
measure
22 Ms Fitzgerald
24 Datum
27 Liberate
29 Tumbled
31 Preposition
32 Babylonian
hero
34 Underground
part of plant
36 Pronoun
37 Rootlike
cover
39 Puzzle
41 A state abbr
42 Secluded
valley
44 Massive
45 Goal
47 Lament
49 Sea eagles
50 Loved one
52 Small valley
54 Physician
abbr
55 Legal
matters
57 Prohibits
59 Babylonian
deity
61 Intellect
63 Tiller
65 Damage
67 Abstract
being
68 Region
69 Gaelic

1 Tint
2 Twist
together
3 Roman gods
4 Greek letter
5 Part of
bookcase
6 Shout
7 Negative
prefix
8 Fondle
9 Bundle of
straw
10 Greek letter
11 Part of
to be
17 Exist
19 Supposing
that
21 Average
23 Century plant
25 Naval officers
26 Handles
27 Was afraid of
28 Wife of
1

2

3

ST E la

FUT

Geraint
30 Lengthy
33 Again
35 Weary
38 Merry
40 Microbe
43 Answerable
46 Arrows
48 South Amencan animal

4

5

112

6

7

16

1120

1

51 Note of scale
53 In, in Paris
56 The unal
58 Haggard title
60 Devoured
61 Pronoun
62 Preposition
64 Teutonic
deity
66 Chaldean city
9

8

22

'32
I
37

31
34

5

44

42

I 5

36
40

39

,

47
1

49
54

5

52
57

Oil
1 67

1

I
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l
1
N
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Green state police post
spokesmen said.
Greg Dotson of Butler
County and Carroll Humphrey of Ohio County
escaped injury when a 20by-30-foot section of the
underground coal mine
collapsed, state police
reported.
The three men entered
the mine, which is located
on Kentucky 1117 about
six miles northwest of
Morgantown, about 6
a.m. CDT and set off
several explosive
charges, state police
said.
They were setting
another charge about 9
a.m. when the roof collapsed. Dotson and Humphrey escaped but Bryant
was trapped about 100
feet below the surface.
"Usually they (mine
shafts) pop or crackle or
flakes fall down from the
roof if there's about to be
a collapse," Trooper J.
Hopson said. "You get
anywhere from a few
hours to a few minutes(to
get out). That didn't happen here."
A 12-man rescue team
from another Butler
County mine was the first
to enter the mine to
search for Bryant.
Another team from the
state Department of
Mines and Minerals was
sent to the site from
Madisonville.
It could not be determined who recovered
Bryant's body at 12:45
p.m. The recovery work
was done by hand, since
digging machines could
cause further damage,
said H.R. Wood, the
mine's owner who walked
around the site Friday

c

with a cane because of an
injury he suffered at the
mine in July.
Faith Miller Cole,
Mines and Minerals
public information director, said the underground
mine has about 10
employees and has had a
good safety record since
it was licensed in 1980.
Wood's leg injury was
the only other recorded
accident at the site. It
happened when a slab of
rock fell off a conveyor
and broke his leg.
Wood said the mine
would be inspected by the
federal mine safety officials.
State mines officials on
Tuesday will continue an
investigation into the
cause of the accident that
killed J & W mine coowner Dennis Caldwell,
32, of Betsy Layne.
Mines and Minerals
Commissioner Willard

'The Three Bears'
story gets new twist
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP)
— In the tale of "The
Three Bears," modern
Alaska style, Goldilocks
has been replaced by
Rumanian diplomats, the
Anchorage Zoo, the U.S.
State Department, plus a
biologist with a missing
thumb.
And this time around,
the story involves a
mama grizzly who
drowned and her two orphaned cubs.
"Perhaps," state Fish
and Game spokeswoman
Suzanne Iudicello
understated Friday, "it

WHAT AREYGETTING
You DOING, READY FOR
NANCY? THE FIRST
DAY OF
SCHOOL

.
13,14,15-

HERE'PE SOME SALAD AND
PRESSING, GARFIELD. YOU MAY
MIX THEM TO YOUR TASTE

I-40W
WAS IT?

COULD'VE
USED MORE
DRESSING

DON'T YOU
EVEN KNOW
Wi-IAT YOU
WA NT TO
51-100T AT?

I. L

ci

tY
ra

UI

PET OF THE WEER -"Peaches" is shopping for
a home. She has two brothers and a sister who also
need homes and are available for adoption at the
Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of
South Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society
of Calloway County. Animals who do not find homes
must be put to sleep. Hours of the shelter, open to
the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to noon, Thursday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.

J'

I'M WARNING
YOU, BEETLE...

WHY S1-4OULO I GET
7 EXCITED ABOUT7
THEIR

2. No.

Possible gluten allergy
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

would be best to start
DEAR DR. LAMB
I am perhaps you will find what is
from the beginning."
a 25-year-old woman and for causing your problem.
Once upon a time about the past two years I've
Meanwhile I am sending
becomes July — and the had persistent diarrhea you The Health Letter 13-8,
setting is the fishing along with cramps and other What You Need to Know
village of Naknek near discomfort. I've had tests About Diarrhea, for more
Bristol Bay, where game done like my colon scoped, details. Others who want this
officials are dispatched to barium enema, blood tests issue can send 75 cents with
rout a grizzly sow and her and stool cultures and every- a long, stamped, selftwo cubs from the town thing seemed to be normal. addressed envelope for it to
No cancer, polyps, ulcera- me, in care of this newspadump.
tive colitis or anything like per, P.O. Box 1551. Radio
The plan is to use the that.
City Station, New York, NY
Game Division's new pro- My doctor put me on Com- 10019.
gram called "Thump on bid Spansule and Lomotil. DEAR DR. LAMB — Will
the Rump" to scare the They work for a little while you tell me what pectus
bears away, says Ms. until I get immune to them. excavatum is? Would it be
from drinking too much
Iodicello. This involves Then they don't help.
shooting the bears in the I even tried Metamucil milk? Why does it grow largand that only makes me get
backside with a rubber more cramps and I have er on the chest? The doctor
said it wasn't a bone. He said
bullet.
more bowel movements. some grow in and some
First the officials about four or fives times a grow out.
decide to tranquilize the day.
DEAR READER
—
mother and tag her so I'm also losing weight Pectus comes from the term
with
this
problem.
My
docthey can later learn
pectoral which means breast
whether the "Thump on tor says I have an irritable or chest and excavatum
the Rump" has ended her colon. I hope you can give means an excavation, thus it
me some points on this and a is an excavation
of the chest.
visits to the dump.
diet that might help.
"Usually, when you DEAR READER — It is produced by an inward
shoot a tranquilizer dart Request that your doctor bowing of the breastbone or
at a bear it circles a few refer you to a specialist in sternum along with the ends
of the ribs, which are cartitimes and drops," Ms. gastroenterology. Your com- lage, that join the sternum.
ment
about weight loss
ludicello says.
It is not caused by too
However, in this case, makes me think this is not much milk or any aspect of
just
an
irritable
colon.
the sow makes a beeline
the diet. It is a birth defect.
for the water just before There are some organisms It is also called funnel chest.
that can cause diarrhea and
the drug takes effect and may not be detected on the
A person can also be born
she drowns.
list of examinations you with a "pigeon breast" with
"Suddenly we had a mentioned. Giardiasis is the sternum pushed out furreal problem," Ms. high on the list and it is often ther than normal.
Most mild cases of pectus
Iudicello said. "Half of necessary to withdraw fluid
Naknek was mad that we from the duodenum through excavatum require no treathad lost the mother bear a tube down your stomach to ment. More severe cases can
cause compression or disand the other half was find these organisms.
Then if you do not have placement of the heart and
mad that we had left two any infectious agent, he will affect the heart and great
cubs to rampage through need to look at the possibili- blood vessels to and from
the dump."
ty that you are allergic to the heart.
Meanwhile, in the cor- gluten, a condition someWhen the pressure or disridors of the State times Called sprue. You can placement is a problem the
Department in immediately eliminate all sternum can be lifted to a
Washington, the Ruma- sources of gluten by not eat- more normal position. Such
nian government is ask- ing anything that contains an operation is rarely indiing U.S. officials for a any cereal in it except corn cated. Some individuals with
or rice. But I want you to see this deformity are overly
pair of grizzly bears for a specialist. On another test sensitive about it. I have gotits National Zoo in you can eliminate milk and ten letters front young men
Bucharest.
see what happens. By elimi- telling me they will not take
Sen. Ted Stevens, R- nating one food at a time off their shirt or engage in
athletics because of it.
Alaska, steps in, and
after checking with Gov.
Bill Sheffield, informs the
State Department that
Alaska happens to have a
couple of spare bears —
and for free, too.
Fraaces Drake
FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBERS,1983
"We're all trying to do
1Vhat kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
our bit for national good- row
be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov,21) ril/elitiC
will," comments Shef- stars say, read the forecast
Be sure to participate in
community events. You'll
field's deputy press given for your birth sign.
make a good impression on
secretary,John Greely.
ARIF
the world at large. Career
State Game officials (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
chances come now.
.
jeloo.
Fun and leisure activities sAGrn-Arttus
are sent to Naknek again
"with great expedience," are emphasized now. It's the (Nov.22 to ISec. 21) I`
Youyou may change your mind
romantic
roma
r
for.poaptila
perfect ti
l
zre
says Ms. Iudicello,
about
a money-making ventranquilize the cubs, tfi
affection.
ture. Travel leads to romance
male and female, and TAURUS
witjt: may
andct
20 i tjeti, tra
ship them to the An. (Apr.20 to
. .Singles atha
nepwpyadtiZesrs
chorage Zoo to await You may decide to entertain CAPRICORN
8Ctransportation to the at home today- Domestic
(Dec.fltoJan. 19) Vi
tivities are favorably
I
t inte
CO
"
rests are favorablY
Rumanian zoo.
highlighted. Good news comes accented. sex appeal is at a
But again there's trou- from a loved one.
peak. Be alert, as an imporble, Ms.Iudicello says. GEMINI
tent business opportunity
nogcould come now.
When a wildlife biologist (May 21 to June 20)
You'll have fun gadding AQUARIUS
tries to tranquiliw. one of
romanTravel
has
about i
(Jan.20 toFeb. 18)
the cubs, the dart jams in
overtones, others express
Whether single or married
the rifle barrel. The their genuine admiration for you
'
• and
meet with affection
biologist uses a bullet you.
of
moments
happy
from a fellow worker's CANCER
0 togetherness now. Let others
AI
handgun to try to dislodge (June 21 to July 22) w
know how you feel.
and poen
a
gift
receive
You
may
the dart and when it
shopping
.
Be
yourself
some
do
to Mar- 20)may come
invitation
An 19
Jams
'too, fires another sure to take advantage of hoh. (Feb
bullet— and loses part of day sales. Trust intuitions.
from a co-worker. Your
his thumb.
LEO
charm and good will bring you
(July 23 to Aug.22)
the respect of others. Pay atThe cubs are later tranYou receive compliments tention to appearance.
quilized and moved to the and attract admirers. Find a
YOU BORN TODAY like exAnchorage Zoo, where, constructive outlet for im- citement and adventure.
Ms. Iudicello says, they agination in creative work.
Translate your restlessness
into intellectual fields and
are "being all fluffed up" VIRGO
22toSept.
/CIL you'll come up with new
while the State Depart- (Aug.
Loved ones get to know each
You're an inment, Alaska and the other better. You'll want to discoveries.
novator, yet you're easily
Rumanians iron out the spend time alone together bored. You're liable to have
rather than mingling in holi- more than one career and can
red tape.
day crowds.
succeed in both science and
. Greely says the bears LIBRA
the arts. In business you may
will likely reach (Sept. ntooct.22) intrl be attracted to brokerage,
Rumania by mid - Socially, your popularity is travel and.real estate.
an the rise. Travel and friend- Theater, writigg, music,
September, where they ship
are happily accented.
will live hIfivily ever Romantic introductions are. teaching and politics may also
appeal to you.
likely.

TA

HOW CAN YOU BE
CALM AE5OUT IT?
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EALTH

Your Individual
Horoscope

©1983 United Feature Syndicate Inc

( YOU'RE WAY OFF
YOUR TARGET, BEETLE!

Stanley said Friday night
that Caldwell apparently
was operating a scoop at
the Toler's Creek mine
surface when the accident occurred about 3
p.m. Friday.
The commissioner said
Caldwell apparently was
trying to move a rock
with the scoop when the
rock flew out of control
and pushed through the
machinery's panic-bar
onto Caldwell's body.
Stanley said the panic
bar is supposed to cut off
the battery power when
hit. He said he hopes the
state probe will reveal
why the machinery didn't
function as expected and
why Caldwell was
operating the heavy
equipment.
The accident was
reported by a man who
had come to the mine
seeking work, Stanley
said.
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1. Legal Notice

I
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1. Legal Notice

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received by Calloway
County Fiscal Court for a wheel
type front end loader with a bucket
range of two to three cubic yards
until 1:00 p.m. September 13, 1983.
Further bid information may be obtained from the County Judge/Exec.
office, Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
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9. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

38. Pets-Supplies

I will babysit in my
home day or night
anytime, any age. 762'
2457.
I will do babysitting in
my home anytime. Reasonable rates. 753-7414

Steel leg set and
casters, assembled, for
Sears power tools, 1980
Olds Omega, 1977 Ford
LTD See at 1666 Ryan
Ave

1 1/2 year old Parrot
and cage S125. 489 2440
between 8a . m. 8p. m.
AKC Brittany Spaniel
puppies. Bazooka
Brandy, Britt of Lecar
bloodline. Out of hunt
ing stock. 898 6818
AKC registered Chinese
Pugs. Call 437 4478.
Free kittens Call 492
8730.

10. Business Opportunity
SALES- MONEY
MEN - WOMEN
(26 years or older)
Melo Ineretk Children,
erillmhed leads, tinsel,
work herd & maks $25,000
I. 140,000 e year
commission. CA 100-1264175 or 100-126-4826.

George H. Weaks
Co. Judge/Exec.

Inventions, ideas, new
products wanted, Industry presentation/-

national exposition. 1800-5286050. X831.

2. Notice

2. Notice
Copy and•
Restorati
on work. la
•
CARTER 51010
•

9Y

TO LISA
HAPPY
22ND
BIRTHDAY
Love, Ricky

•
753 8798

300 MAIN

Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics Studio.
Register for fall
classes. Ages 4 and up
Call 753-4647.
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NOW OPEN
Hazel Auto Repair
has just opened in
downtown Hazel.
Offering complete
service on foreign and
domestic cars. An affiliation of Hazel Lawn
& Gorden Ctr.
Hazel, Ky. 492-8147.

Couple would like to
purchase a business in
Murray Area. If you
are interested in selling (in strict confidence) reply to P.O.
Box 307, Murray, KY
42071.
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13. For Sale or Trade
Six row Massey Ferguson corn header, also a
winch for.jeep. 435-4593.

BandDixie Breeze
We will be open
I•Ionday, Labor
Day from 1 p.m. to
1 a.m.

14. Want to Buy
Used Mobile Homes
Morris Mobile Homes,
502 527 1362.

15. Articles for Sale

as many classes as
you want for $6.00
a week. Retailing
Dance France
bodywear. Call
753-2784 or come
by for a ctass
schedule at
GO FOR IT,
THE FITNESS
STUDIO
Bel Air Center
S. 12th, Murray

P.m.

16. Home Furnishings
Need a semi -retired
man to start immediately as a store
manager. Must have
good personality, be
dependable and trustworthy. Would like
someone with sales
experience and
knowledge of electrical
motor repair. Salary
plus commission. Call
Kirby Sales & Service
759 - 4801 for more
information.

Filter Queen with power
nozzle and all the
attachments. Perfect
condition 1 years written guarantee $175. See
at Murray Vacuum
Center Sales & Service
201 N. 5th.

9. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

Gramma will babysit 80
cents an hour. 759-1640.
Will do sewing of any
kind in my home.
759-1989.

Brass fireplace screen
with glass doors $50.
436-2628.
Golf cart, 1976 Harley
Davidson, gas, good
condition. 1-901-642-9388
before 9 p.m.
Kimball Acquarius Organ, 1963 Chevrolet
Nova SS. Very good
condition. Can be seen
at Lot No. 58 Shady Oaks.
King automatic wood
heater deluxe cabinet,
lift up cook surface top,
brick lined firebox, cast
iron doors and grates.
$ 24 9 . 99 Wall en
Hardware Paris.
New tires, 15in. wide,
6.00/15.50-15. 5100. a
pair. 753-3648 after 6

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRWTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES Mt RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*MOUNTER OSTONT PRODUCTS
Free Dawn•Peoss-slolows is City Units

We Service All Brands Of
T.V.'s. Bobby Wilson Our
Service Manager Has 26
Years Experience In Servicing
Televisions.

ITIEly

.erage,
!state.
nusic,
sy also

Dance Instruction for
ages 3-adult. Call Beverley Peeler 753-8226.
Piano lessons given. I
have bachelor degree in
music education. Call
Suzanne Fern 762-6296.

Friday,
Saturday
9 p.m. to?
Sunday
7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

come
Your
ug You
)
ay at-

ike exnture.
sinew
sand

11. Instruction

10 Custom upholstered
dining chairs, 1 9x12
Lost, chocolate brown cabincraft custom area
Labrador. Call 753-1294. rug, 1 glass top dining
room serving and storReward offered.
age, cabinet, assorted
woven wood shades, top
6. Help Wanted
quality excellent condi
$20,000 per year. Work
lion. 753-6717.
ing offshore oil drilling
10in. Craftsman table
and riverboats. Everysaw. Never used. Also
thing needed to start.
Sears 3 1/2hp. go-cart.
Buying standing timMail three dollars to:
Call 753-9208 after 4
ber, white oak, red oak
Offshore Publishing
p.m.
and yellow pine veneer.
P.O. Box 973 Murray,
Buyer John Wilkerson,
AM-FM radio and CB
Ky. 42071.
1 444 7822. Silvers
combination factory
Veneer & Lumber, 365
Delco equipment for
Meachum Lane,
Chevrolet Corvette, unit
Director of
Paducah Ky 42001
only no speakers $125.
Call 753-8078.
MurrayCentral
air unit. Best
Calloway
GO FOR IT
offer. 489-2897.
THE FITNESS
County
FOR SALE. New
shipment of desks,
STUDIO
Hospital
chairs, and file
OPENING
Hospice program. cabinets. Folding tables
SEPT.6th
Must be mature. and chairs. Van seats
offering day and
Computer tables.
B.S. degree in nurs- and
ROSS & SONS SALVevening classes for
ing preferred. Con- AGE, Martin, TN 38237,
men and women in
tact Personnel phone 901-587-2420.
beginning,
Director Murray- School desks $10. each.
intermediate
Buchanan Feed
Calloway Co. 753-5378.
advanced aerobic
Hosp. 803 Poplar Used carpet, 1 black
workouts and
St.
Murray, Ky. tweed recliner chair, 1
beginner Yoga.
42071.
Phone 502- twin wicker headboard.
Fay Thomas and
Call 753-8234 after 5
753-5131.

$3.00 class, take

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General floctilc Dealer hi hilerroy
7,I 1 AVI 9.3.14 675111

01•99.11 Cap a Man Lamm 04499 713 1104

mft....11.9,..49.a 99. 99./.94.99.94.94

'
'.

26. TV-Radio
ANTENNA
Enjoy over 100
channels on your
TV.
Installation
Sales-Service
We Finance!

Clayton's TV
753-7575

5. Lost and Found

Martha Clark,
instructors and
owners. Rita
Paschall advanced
dance instructor

Turbo charging kit for
small block Chevy. Best
offer. Also chrome
spoke wheels for Chevy.
Call 7538490.
Weight-Watchers! Best
diet plan ever. Lose 10
pounds a week
Satisfaction or money
back. Send three dollars
to: Diet Plan, Box 973,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Wood for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 492
8979 after 5p.m.
Wood for sale. Call
753-5/63 or 753-0144

SATE LUTE

iat is
-Wing
13-8,
{now
more
t this
with
self it to
NspaRadio
t, NY

MX

General electric stove,
good condition. All
burners and oven work.
Call 436-2968.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

1

One heavy duty truck
bumper, one step side
truck roll bar, one Red
Belly tractor mower,
machine, one AM-FM
Chevrolet radio, one
Sears air conditioner
2200 units. Will do light
hauling. 753-8649.
Pine 2x4 8ft. long 90
cents. Pine 1x4 lift. long
45 cents. 435-4494.
Remington 870 pump
shotgun 12 gauge with
modified Choke barrel
$185. 7531708.
Slabs and Sawdust. Also
tobacco sticks. 224-2342.
Tandem axle 2 stall
horse trailer $1100. 7$32517.

91, 911 90.

•-•

WI X 303r:/

46. Homes for Sale

41. Public Sale

YARD SALE
21
/
2 miles south of
Murray on 121.
Clothing (women,
children, maternity
and nice mens
suits), set of used
tires, 2 wheel
trailer, furniture,
other misc. items.
Fri., Sat.

43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

50. Used Trucks

Wooded lot approximately 100x100
near city limit, $2,500
Lot on Stadium View
Drive zoned for multi housing (5 units), $10,
900. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753 7724.
Starting up or slowing
down, you will want to
see this newly listed two
bedroom bungalow near
the university. Much of
the home is newly
decorated, new roof,
attractive landscapin
and wooden backya
deck.
u
Price reducedjto
S28,000, Call 104
.- P•
PERUD REALTY
)
. 753
Three Bedroom Brick,
maple trees, on 1 1/2
acre. 1 1/2 bath, outbuilding. Five miles
North of Murray. Call
753-6911.
We're waiting for your
offer on this neat five
room house North of
Almo Heights! R-30
insulation, storm doors
and windows. Electric
and wood heat. Fenced
back yard, 24' x
shop, barn. Owner
moved out of state and
needs to sell! $29,000.
Roberts Realty,
753-1651.

47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

1972 CJ 5 Jeep.
6 APPLIANCE SER
VICE, Kenmore
p.m. phone 435 4.499
1978 Jeep Renagade Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 21 years
53500. Call 753 1205.
experience. Parts and
1979 Bronco Ranger Service Bobby
Hopper
XLT, ps/pb, air, cruise, Bob's Applianc
e Ser
tilt, AM FM tape, 40 vice 202 S. 5th
St
channel CB, Michelins, 7 5 3 4 8 7 2 , 7 5
3 88 8 6
more extras. 30,000 (home)
actual miles, like new,
247 1535.
1979 GMC Sierria
Grande 4x4 short wheel
NTERIOR
base, AM-FM stereo,
rally wheels, sliding
EXTERIOR
rear window, raised
PAINTING
letter tires, black with
red interior, 33,000
miles. Call 753 0445 95
WALLPAPERING
p.m., 753-1580 after 6
p.m.
JIM DAY
Pickup truck liner, fits
1982 and 1983 Ford
Painting
Ranger long bed. Call
753 5384 after 5 p.m
753-3716

PAINTING

* FREE EST NIA'"E`,
*

51. Campers
1972 16ft. camper. Self
contained, stove, re
frigerator, shower, wa
ter heater $1150. Call
753-3629.
Motor Home-Cruise Air,
26ft., roof air, generator, storage pod, 17,000
miles, excellent condi•
lion $11,900. 436-2181.

52. Boats-Motors

Carpentry -Remodeling and addition work.
Also general home repair. No job too large or
too small. 753-1654.
Concrete Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations. 753-5476.
Custom bushhogging
Call 474-8091.

53. Services Offered

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial. Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203.
Need a sign painted'
Give us a call. Corn

mercial lettering and
designs
Free es
ti mates, Boat lettering
is our specialty
753 0631

For Your Hauling
Needs - Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Groin.
Coll 492-8425
or 492-8485
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
Small Engine Shop Call
7 5 3 4590 or 1 0 0 1
Glendale, Murray

1977 Honda 750 Chopper 14ft. fishing boat all
good condition $1000. equipment. 40hp John
Aluminum and Vinyl
OWNER URGES OF
Trade or best offer. son trailer. Days call
27. Mobile Home Sales
FERS - Here is your 474-2342.
753-2252, nights 753-6132.
siding and Aluminum
Mobile home 12x65 chance to buy SIX acres 1977 Yamaha IT -175
17ft. Mark Twain 140
trim for all houses. It
Eagle with new 18000 with 30 x 40 building Call 492 8637 after 5 in/outboard. Call before
stops painting.
with
adjacent
well
plus
BTU air conditioner and
p.m.
3 p.m. 354-8605.
Jack Glover
10x12 storage building. approximately 2,000 1979 Honda 750. 436 5519
1981 28ft. Harris Flote
Good location perfect pines planted three
753-1873
Early Bird
boat,
1981 70 hp
years ago. Call Century 1980 Yamaha Exciter
condition. 753 4364.
Discount 1 0 0.
SR 250G. Excellent Evinrude outboard
21 Loretta Jobs Real
Used Mobile Homes.
Camper cover, tack, GENERAL HOME
Roof Problems?
tors today at 753-1492 to condition. 950 miles.
Call 753-0611.
depth finder, all Coast REPAIR. 15 years ex
get more details on this Asking $675. 759-1577.
1983 Yamaha 175 3 Guard equipment, low perience. Carpentry,
28, Mobile Home Rentals TREMENDOUS buy.
wheeler like new $750. hours. Also will trade concrete, plumbing,
for motor home. 436- roofing, sliding.
12x60 2 BR. See BranNO
753-3471.
2541.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
STROUT
don Dill at Dills Tr. Ct.
Bass boat and trailer, estimates. Nights and
49. Used Cars
REALTY
Three bedroom mobile
Get a second opinion.
trolling motor, depth answering service 474home Keniana Subd. No
1955
Estimates. ExFree
Oldsmobil
e
88
in
2276
finder,
or
days
60hp Evinrude
753-6973.
Loa Ann Philpot 753-6843
pets. Security deposit
good condition. Needs power tilt. 436-2802.
cellent references.
Wayne Wilson
Harmon & Malone
7S3-50116
$100, $110 monthly. 436
engine repair for sale or
Joe L. Kennon
GMC motor homes and 4 Remodeling. Complete
Call
5364.
436-5676
trade. 492-8869.
campers. Howard Bran- remodeling from
1912
Coldwater
bead
Two bedroom trailer
Outland
Hugh
1956
Red
Chevrolet car, don B&B Brokers Inc. 753- ground to rooftop. Cer
Ninny, kentecky 42071
near Murray. No pets
759-1718 759-1135
2 door, 350 engine, 4 ,
tified
1389.
Andersen
Concept
(502173-0
116
Call 489-2611.
k
speed, white letter tires,
IV contractor. 753'0790,
Anytime
chrome wheels, traction 53. Services Offered
Fire Wood. Seasoned oak
492-8183,4
36-2107.
29. Heating-Cooling
JOEL. ittlintosi
bars, dual exhaust,
tree trim
Ken Lake Appliance
Ifelter
excellent body condiming and removing
Used air conditioners.
Service - Re
Licensed & leaded
We also repair and buy
• tion. Call 753-0107 before
frigerators, Air Con- hedges and shrubs
noon or after 5 p.m.
Free estimates.
air conditioners. Call
ditioning Service On All
Reduced to the 560's!
753,5476.
753-9104.
Makes. Call 753-8505.
This lovely 3 bedroom, 2 1964 Chevrolet Impala 4
WET BASEMENT? We
bath, brick home has door, very good condi•
30. Business Rentals
tion $900. 753-53)1 before
make wet basements
•
spacious great room
3p.m. or can be seen at
dry. Work completely
with fireplace, large
guaranteed. Call or
country kitchen, central 206 Riveria Tr. Cts.
Mini
write Morgan C-on
heat and air and is 1972 Pontiac Firebird.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Warehouse
situated' on one acre. Excellent condition. 436- Air Conditioner- Central
409A, Paducah, Ky.
air,- Refrigeration, 24
Only a short distance 2240.
Storage Space
42001 or call 1-412'7026
from the city. Call 1973 Ford Pinto wagon. hour service and repair.
INDUST
RIAL
For Rent
KOPPERUD REALTY, Engine needs some Reasonable rates, 436
SANDBLASTING
753-1222.
repair. Asking $350 5536.
753-4758
must sell. Call 436-2504 Air conditioners,
any size item, on the job
Alumina Service Co.
after 5 p.m.
washers, dryers,
or in our yard. Pointing
Aluminum
aid vinyl
1974 Opel Manta, best freezers and reinterior & exterior
32. Apts. For Rent
siding. Costes' trim work.
offer, 35 mpg. Phone frigerators repaired
Sheatrock finishing
One bedroom un
Residential and corn
References. Call Will Ed
753-0372 after 6p.m.
textured ceilings.
furnished with ap
merical. Call Sure Fix,
Bailey
Appointm
1974
ents
Plymouth
153-0603.
made
Sebring
Ralph
Worley
pliances $175. a month.
759-1322.
Plus. Low 'mileage,
for your convenience.
759-1050
1908-B Greenbrier. 753
extra clean, new tires.
1337 after 5 p.m.
Full time sales
Phone 753-9229.
W & W Sanitation
associate
s evening
LEE'S CARPET Service. Pickup once a
33. Rooms for Rent
1976 Cadillac Coupe
phones.
CLEANING. Murray's week, $5.50 monthly.
Deville. Excellent conGirls rooms for rent. 1
Also do hauling. Call
only professional Car
dition $2600. 436-5869.
Altos
McCarty
.
753-n49
block from University
pet Cleaning Company 759 1050.
1976
Dodge
Aspen
good
Theresa Kiight 153-1728
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580.
with over 12 years Will do plumbing, air
$1450. 753-2533
Joyce Belsworth 753-9388' condition
continuous local service conditioning, painting,
or 753-9229.
34. Houses for Rent
using the most powerful carpentry and hauling
Guy Spam
/53-2587
1976 Ford, Gran Torino
2 BR, 3 miles out on
All types roofing, cleaning system made. Also concrete work
Aiu Revaarth
753-2471
station wagon, yellow
Hundreds of satisfied 753-2211 or 753-9600.
641S. Available now
with wood grain, ps/pb,
Louise Baker
local references. Free repeat customers. Will
153-2409
753-6963 or 753-0430.
haul white rock,
air,
roof
rack,
extra
bees Greet
Licensed and Insured
Estimates. All work
753-6391
sand, lime, rip rap and
8 3/4 interest, $2,000
nice $1350. Call 753 6559
753-5125
down.
guaranteed. Days We move the furniture masonary sand, coal.
Pretties DIN
One acre or 9
after 5 or weekends.
free. Free estimates, 24 Call Roger Hudson
room, 2 bath, 307 North
753
753-6581, nights hour service, 753-5827
1978 Trans Am, red,
4545.
7th. 436-5489 or 901-64 44. Lots
new
for
Sale
tires, 1 -tops,
759-1859.
5244.
loaded,$4000. 753-7521.
S.
A 1 BR furnished house 1 acre land, septic
1979 El Camino
for rent. 1 block from water and electric,
Appliance repair work
Enjoy a Short, Inexpensive Fall
753-6520.
university, $130. a 30x60 cement foundaall brands. Specialize in
1981 Olds Delta 88 Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
Vacation With Pennyrile Tours
month includes water. tion and slab. Cash or
Royale by owner.
Call 759-9567 after land contract. 56,000.
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
door, gold color, ps/pb,
Call 436-2262.
4:30p.m.
Oct. 20-23 Fall In The Smokies
Asphalt driveways and
air, tilt, wheel, cruise,
parking lots sealed by
Brick house on Old 641, 46. Homes for
Oct. 21-23 Chattanooga Choc? Choo
AM-FM, power seats,
Sale
1/2 mile south of Almo
Sears. For free es
Oct.
29-30 Memphis (Visit Graceland diesel. Excellent conditimates call 753 2310,
Heights, 3 BR, dining ASSUMABLE LOAN!!
tion, still in warranty.
Home of Elvis Presley) Mud Island
room, kitchen, den, This charming three
753-7419 after 5 p.m.
carport. $200 monthly, bedroom brick is just
1982 Datsun Maxium. 1 Mobile Home Anchors,
For Information Call or Write: Ruth
waiting to be occupied
$500 deposit. 753-5618.
Showcase condition, 10,
by a growing family.
Blackwo
od, Tour Represenative, Pennyrile
underpinn
ing, roofs
000 miles, original ow37. Livestock-Supplies
It's just now on the
Tours,
203
South 8th St., Murray, KY
sealed,
aluminu
m
ner. Call 753-8287
24 black cows, 26 calves, market and owner is
42071.
patio awnings, single
1983 Pontiac Grand Prix
leaving town. It is
2 White face bulls, cows
2 door, maroon exterior
and double corports.
will start calving again located in the Southwest
with grayish half top,
JACK GLOVER
in middle of February School District but has
gray velour interior,
city water and, cablevi$13,000. 753-3625.
733-1173
cassette stereo, 6
sion. Call your realtor
Horses boarded, stalls at Century 21 Loretta
cylinder, wire hubcaps,
Bob's
Home Improve
and pasture space Jobs Realtors 753-1492
extra nice. Call 753-0107
ment and General Con
Gold
available. $20. per today.
Ayer
before noon or after 5
tracting. 20 years ex
month. 753-3010, 759Oosed
p.m.
Closed
Charming is the word
perience
, additions,
9360.
Yesterday
for this small home.
416.50 Yesterday
carpentry, painting,
11.25
Economical gas heat, 50. Used Trucks
41. Public Sale
Opened Today 418.00 Opened Today
concrete work,
12.20
large kitchen with ap1965 Ford 2 ton dump aluminum awnings and
Up
1.50 Down
pliances, nicely de.05
truck. Grain bed, good trailer skirting. Wall
corated in earth tones,
tires. $1000. Buchanan papering done by Paper
Complhnents of.
close to the university
Feed 753-5378.
Dolls paper hanging.
We buy Gold, Silver
Yard Sale
and priced in the 520's.
1971 Chevrolet long Call 753-4501 after 5 pm.
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
KOPPERUD REALTY
wide bed V-8 standard Bull dozing and backhoe
Fri. & Sat.
753-1222.
Shift, 5925. Call 753-6559 work. Call /37-4533
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours 10 8 Daily,
Sept. 2 and 3
Comfortable 3 BR brick
after 5 p.m. or on days, after 8:00p.m.
1 2 5 Sunday.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Barnett St. in Hazel. with carport and 8x20 weekends
354-8161.
.
Turn
beside Des's
storage room. Large
Rank, 4th house on left,
kitchen, living room,
post stop sign. Records,
bath and ahalf, utility
tapes, jeans, what nets,
room. Central heat and
air on approximately 1
lots of dishes, odds and
1/2 acres. 3 miles from
rinds.
town. City water. For
This coupon worth five dollars to word purchase of
appointment call 7538289.
one pair of RANGE

CustorniliBoy
Spraying
753-4095

ROSS
ROOFING

DAILY GOLD & ILVER PRICES

R SAFETYSHOES at "Vernon's"4"

41.

FOR SALE
Enjoy the charm of country living close to
town. Three bedrooms, two bath home is
beautifully decorated and has lots of
hint built-ins. Economical wood
stove in family area. Reduced to $28,000.
Phone

Kopperud Realty
753-1222
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EwSPAPER CARRIER
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We're Happy
To Honor Our
Newspaper
Carriers
On September 4th.
They're tops in our book!
These carriers deliver the
newspaper to you throughout
the yeibr are hard working
and responsible.
Let's all give them a vote of thanks.
THANK YOU...
-Gary Hawes
Glenn Unklesbay
Steve Robinson
Doug Walker
Lynn Lee
Mike Davis
Jody Speight
Bart Washer
David Daughday
Lance Allison
Jeff Garrott

Ray Ferguson
Art Bailey, Jr.
Maft Ferguson
Mike Wilkins
Paul Reed
Jimmy Tripp
Elic Whited
David Robinson
Ricky Nelson
Buddy Workman
Teddy Delaney III

-96

h
te

urray Ledger
1001 Whitnel I Ave.-
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753-1916
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